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Editorial. 
LADIES who 'are interested in the pursuit of studies at home 
. . . should address Miss Anna E. Ticknor, NO.9 Park Street, 
Boston, for a programme prepared by the Society to Encourage 
Studies 'at Home. The term for the studies is from October I .to 
June I. Only ladies can become members of this Society, and 
they must be at least seventeen years of age. Its aim is to in-
duce young, ladi~s to form the habit of devoting a part of each 
day to some systematic and thorough course of study. Different 
courses of reading and plans of work are laid out, so that the 
tastes of all may b.e suited. A certain limited amount of aid is 
given during the year, and at its close an annual meeting is held 
to afford all who wish an opportunity to meet the managers. 
The only expense attending membership is a term fee o( two 
dollars. A monthly report of progress is required to be made 
by each member of the Society. ' 
Next October the Society will enter upon the fifth term of its 
existence. The nu~ber of members is increasing quite rapidly. 
There are 576 names on the list of students paying the fee, and 
some of these take double or treble courses, so that the number 
of distinct correspondences amounts to 681. Of the whole 
number enrolled last year, only ten per cent failed to fulfill the 
requirements without offering excuse, which shows the satisfac-
tory method of conducting the correspondence. The students 
are scattered through thirty-five states and territories and the 
Canadian provinces. During the last year history was sel~cted 
as a study by 208; English literature by 2II; science by 108 ; 
art by 78; German by 42 , and French by 34 . . The Society now 
possesses 23 1 volumes,. of which 178 are kept in Boston; 25 in 
New York, and 28 in Louisiana. The charge for use is one cent 
a day, and transportation on returning the volume. A fourth 
library is to be established on ·the Pacific coast. W. 
The schools. throughout the Western States have most of them 
entered upon the work of their ' faIl te~m. The' vacatiod has 
been short, yet long enough to bring the needed rest to 
weary teacher and pupil; and now the work of the new year is 
engaged in with new vigor and with a full determination that it 
shall be better done than ever before. The teacher's experiences 
of las~ year have been thought over and their lessons conned, 
and all the faithful ones have carefully set out to avoid the errors 
of the past. The charm of the school room is again restored to 
them, and the one chief delight of their d~ys is to meet their 
school in the morning and engage in the interesting work of im-
parting instruction and guiding the minds.of the young ipto the 
rich fields of knowledge. May the work of the school room 'not 
become less a pleasure and more a task; may the teacher guard 
with extreme care her physical health; may she take abundance 
of rest and sleep, and seek to cultivate a cheerful disposition and 
wear a smiling countenance, especially among her pupils. W. 
ELEVATE THE STANDARD OF PRIMARY INSTRUCTION. 
IT is a fact generally conceded by those informed as to the cpar-acter and attainments of the average district school teacher, 
that there is a pressing need of a higher standard of primary in-
struction in these Western States, if not throughout the East as 
well. The average teacher is scarcely more than a boy or girl, 
who has obtained no special qualification for the wo~k which is 
attempted. The school is engaged at a certain smalLsalary, 
much as any other piece of work is contracted for; the teacher 
needs money to buy food and clothes, and agrees to teach the 
school in consideration of a certain amount of money. The' 
idea that this teaching is a profession, ' which should not be en-
tered upon without a certain amount of special preparation, 
ne~er enters the head of the district school teacher. 
We are diligent in our ~fforts to shape the legislation of the 
states so as to promote the interests of education ;. we meet in 
state associations and read long papers on the high' schools, the 
colleges, and their relations to each other; we discuss the rela-
tive merits of the classics and mathematics and natural science 
in a course of study, but too often we lose sight of the most im-
portant question which can be brought before us-the elevation 
of tlu standard of primary instruction. We may strive with com-
. mendable zeal for the improvem~nt and perfection of our higher 
schools-that is well. We may devise schemes for a better or-
ganization of the state educatio;tal forces-that is well, but do 
we in all this keep the one important and essential end in view? 
How can we improve the quality of the teaching don.e in our 
rural districts? How can we secure better teachers for our rural 
districts? 
Now, we may not have a wise or well-considered prop'osition to 
make, but we venture to ' make it . notwithstanding, and if it is 
impracticable, it can be shown to be so. It is this-that there 
be established a standard for a teacher's certificate in each state, 
such standard to be .determined by a board of normal school in-
structors, and suc'h board of normal school instructors to ha~~+_ 
the sole power of granting certificates to teachers. Or, this 
power might be distributed among as many normal schools as 
there may be in the state. As it is, certificates are granted Cor 
witI1held) to accommodate the friends or gratify the notiens of 
hundreds of different persons, of p~rhaps as many di'fferenf .ideas 
, ef the necessaFY standard of qualification, e[ perhaps w1theut 
- ' 
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any idea or knowledge of any standard whatever. The conse-
quence is that very often the most exalted, responsible, and 
sacred of duties is placed in the hands of those who prove them-
selves utterly incompetent and unworthy of the trust. 
In the existence of ~he normal school the necessity of a scho-
lastic and 'professional preparation for teaching is acknowledged, 
and in its power to grant licenses is a recognition that its faculty 
is competent to decide as to the necessary qualifications of a 
teacher. Why, then, should not all certificates be obtained from 
the normal school? A certificate once granted should be good 
until revoked, and the county superintendents could easily give 
notice of any needed Jevocations. The present custom of dis-
tributing this licensing power among the county superintendents 
tends to destroy the unity and stringency of the plan, which it 
is desirable should be carefully guarded. By providing in some 
way to get good teacher;; into the schools, we shall se-
cure goed s,chools; and we shall bewail in vain the poor 
quality of the instruction given in ' those schools until we 
can place only well-fitted teachers in charge of them. Let 
us have an expression of opinion on this question. If there 
are objections to constituting the normal schools of a state a tri-
bunal for the granting of teachers' certificates, let 'us know what 
they are that they may be considered, and some other means de-
vised to reach the same end-an improvement in the quality of 
the teaching in primary 'schools. W. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPLE. 
THE High School question has been considered from a purely educational point of view. I propose to treat it briefly 
from the standpoint of political economy. It is first necessary 
to consider some preliminary propositions as a basis for the ar-
gument. ' 
It must be admitted as a sound maxim in politics that the state 
has no right to confer benefits upon any individual at the ex-
expense of others equally deserving. If it can be shown that at 
a certain point popular education ceases to benefit the many, 
and is an advantage only to the individuals who can directly 
avail themselves of it, that is exactly the point at which the sys-
tem should be cut short off. This may seem an easy limit to de-
fine. It, indeed, might be, were it not true that in every depart-
ment of nature, material and spiritual as well, the sum total of 
indirect influences far surpasses that of the ,direct; or perhaps 
the paradox may be escaped by saying, that, in the outcome, all 
forces fulfill their final function by indirection. Not only 'is ,this 
true"but indirect influences are more uniform, reliable, and gentle 
in their operation. It is a law of nature everywhere that all 
forces exert their most benign influences upon s~ch as receive 
them by many transmissions. . I 
Those educated i~ high schools are no more benefited and 
therefore no more interested in their perpetuation than the thous-
ands who never enter their doors. Ever since the first settle-
ment of this country, the benefits of a good semin'ary of learn-
ing-in a community have been recognized. The I first efforts 
growing out _ of this recognition appeared in the founding of 
academies and colleges all over the land. Every town and vil-
lage of any character or pretense desired such a school and 
~pared no pains to secure it. Men of prosperity, who were am-
bitious for the prosperity of the community in which they lived, 
gave liberally to secure the establishment of such a school, not 
always, nO,r merely, because they had children to educate, but be-
ause they recognized its importance to the growth and busine'ss 
prosperity of the place . • They were wise men, an~ time has 
demonstrated the wisdom of their course. i could name many 
towns in these Western States, which were founded by men de-
voted to the idea of higher education, who first laid the founda-
tion of the seminary and then lived to see a prosperous city grow 
up around it as a nucleus. I could take you to a village, which, 
within the past ten years, has been lifted out of the very sinks 
of infamy, where rioting, drunkenness, and every sort of vice 
was once 'so rife, that its 'very name, in all the regions round about, 
was a synonym for vileness. It is now a community of respect-
able and law-abiding people, its character and reputation raised, 
not one, but many hundred per cent. The only apparent cause 
for this wonderful transformation was the establishment some ten 
years ago of a public graded and high school. 
So marked became the difference between the character and 
condition of these communities which were blessed with facili: 
ties for the higher education of those with nothing but the road-
side school, where all ages and grades were jumbled together 
promiscuously, and therefore went through reader, spelling-book, 
and arithmetic without intelligent guidan~e or logical method, 
that the citizens of the less favored communities began to or-
ganize their high schools. -They were compelled to do so in 
self defense. It was the ,only way' by which they could hope to 
win the more cultured and thrifty class of im~igrants who were 
seekin'g new homes in the West. 
In consequence of this expansion of the high school idea 
(and its expansion is not due solely, nor even mainly to peda-
gogues), the academies here and there lost much of the patron-
age which they had received from abroad. In many places 
they were saved from extinction by being taken under the con-
trol of the towns where they were situated, and converted into 
free high schools. 
Such; briefly, is the true explanation of the present status of 
our high school system, and the natural course , of _events that 
have led to it. Should this system be abandoned or even greatly 
curtailed, we shall simply be compelled to go through another 
cycle of changes such as have brought us where we now are. 
Academies would spring up and flourish, although many of our 
worthiest young men and women would be compelled to forego 
the much-coveted privilege of a substantial education, and much 
loss of force would result to the whole system by the confusion 
always attendant upon revolutions. A few years would find us 
back not far from where we now are, wondering at ourselves for 
our folly and short·sightedness in throwing away, in a mere pan-
ic, our splendid system of popular education, when it had just 
reached a point where it promised to be 'the best paying invest-
ment ever made by a nation. J. B. ROBERTS. 
Correspondence. 
PROGRESS A,ND RESULTS OF LINGUISTIC SCIENCE. 
II, RESULTS OF THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. 
Prof. A. LODEMAN, State Norm~l School, Ypsilanti, Mich, 
'--THE results of the n!!w science are felt even at this early da~ in the various departments of human knowledge; to appreciate them fully is, of course, 
best possible for the great linguistic scholars themselves, or for those thorough-
ly initiated in especial branches of scientific research. But even· outsiders can 
without difficulty form some idea of the imPortant -results so far obtained. 
Latin and Greek scholars cannot fail to be interested in what Max 'MUller 
said about these languages in a lecture delivered at Strassbur~·.in 1872: "The 
two classical languages, which fo~erly appear-ed to us u if fallen from 
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heaven, have now found their proper place; not" only their antecedents are at 
present clear, but also their natural relation has been placed in the true light. 
The idea that Latin is derived from Greek, which was natural for the philolo-
gists of the time of the Scipios * * * * has now become a physical impossi-
bility. Latin and Greek stand side by side, as sisters of equal right, just like 
French and Italian ; 
--- Faci~s non omnibus una, 
.N~c div~rsa tal1un qua/~m d(C~t ~su sororum. 
Nay, if it were a scientific question which of the two sisters is the older, 
the Latin probably could bring forward better claims for seniority than the 
Greek." 
Dr. Wilhelm Freund, the author of the Latin Dictionary upon which An-
drew's Latin.English Dictionary is founded, says, in his little work entitled 
"How to Study Philology,'"that the whole grammar, etymology, and phonol. 
ogy of the two classical languages have been built up anew by their compari-
son with their sister language, the Sanskrit; and he regrets that there are still 
scholars of renown who consider the study of Sanskrit as useless. But what 
kind of a reputation these men enjoy, among the more advanced members of 
the brotherhood, we can learn from Prof. Hadley'S cutting criticisms on a 
pamphlet published in 1858 by Prof. Ross, of Halle, and entitled: "Did the 
Romans talk Sanskrit or Greek?" Prof. Ross, who does not believe 'in the 
study of Sanskrit, tries to prove by the most amusing etymological artifices 
that the Latin is derived from the Greek; a few of Prof. Hadley'S con· 
eluding sentences may suffice to give an idea of the value of the arguments. 
The essay, the eighth in the published series, was first read by the Yale pro-
fessor before the American Oriental Society in 1858: "Before concluding," 
he says, "we qught perhaps to offer a word of apology. We have, perhaps, 
fallen below the dignity of this occasion, in giving an extended notice uf a 
work so slight and unimportant-a work proceeding, it is true, from an ac-
complished classical scholar, and a justly esteemed traveller in classic lands, 
but unworthy altJ<.e of his position and his reputation. Possibly some lit-
tle mixture of the hght of the amusing may be found to season not dis-
agreeably the ord inary gravity of our' assemblies. We will not confess 
here-we are ashamed to own it to ourselves-a' certain secret satisfaction in 
finding that Germany-before which we hide our diminished heads, acknowl-
edging her to be first without second in philological studies-can send out 
from the high places of her universities specimens of fantastic absurdity 
scarcely equalled on this side of the Atlantic. A more legitimate pleasure 
may be derived from a book which allows us to see the immense difference 
betwe~ the present and the past-between Indo·European philology, with· 
all the deficiencies and uncertainties that cleave to it, and the unscit!ntific and 
unsatisfactory etymologizing that preceded it." 
Now, the difference between the old etymologizing ,of which Prof. Hadley 
speaks, and that of the modern philologists, is this: While formerly the 
slightest similarity of form was considered sufficient evidence of the relation· 
ship of the words having the same meaning in different languages, to.day the 
distinction of a word is not thought to be of much value, unless it is shown, 
by hi,torical proof, that it has passed from one form to the other according 
to established laws. Thus, to mention one of the examples given in Prof. 
Hadley'S essay, Prof. Ross identifies the Greek word ae'M/VT/ w4th the 
Latin luna, while it is proven beyond doubt, that luna (contracted fro;'u luc-
ina, luc·na, as IU;lIm for luclllm) is connected with the Greek kvK in kvK6r, 
white, brilliant. 
A teacher in a German school, once a year, mentioned ' the following as a 
good illustration of old etymolugizing; "There is nothing easier," the ety-
mologist would say, "than to show the derivation of the German fucks (fox), 
from the Greek .iM>1r1]E; .iM>1rT/E becomes M>1rT/E, i:J1rT/E, 1rT/E, 1rtE, 1raE, 1rovE, ailE, 
fuchs. The modern representative of .iM>rrT/E, in German ;nd English, how-
ever, is' wolf/ the Greek word etanding for F,';'£'1rT/E becomes in Latin vul-
pes, etc. 
To be sure, the similarity between .iM>1rT/E and wolf is not any more striking 
than that between .iM>1rT/E and fox " but there exist better proofs for the Identity 
of those words than outward appearance. Modern etymologists are extreme-
I ly mistrustful of the similarity of sound; Grimm goes so far as to say that 
German words can only be akin to such foreign words as have an entirely dif-
ferent sound., The English worli milk has not much in common with the 
. French lait, as far as the form is concerned; yet if we remember that ait in 
French comes fr~~1 act in Latin, ,and then compare the Greek .ijdAYttV, to 
milk, the old Fnslan melok, milk, the Bohemian (Slavonic) mleke where the 
m before I is h~d to pronounce for non·Slavon~ tongUes, and' finally the 
Latlll lac (gemhve lact·is) th h Sl . r • . 
. ' we see at t e a:vomc .orms the connectmg link 
between the other sISter tongues, pome of which, in order to avoid the ml III 
immediate succession, have interposed a vowel and formed the stem melk ~hile olhers dropped the m and made lac, or like the Greek, use both forms: 
a-jdAy-ttV, ya-Aal(-To,; Compo English: galax)" milky way. 
Thus an insignificant Slavonic dialect, the Bohemian, connects this series 
o~ words which, without it, would be incomplete. In a similar way older 
dialects of a language often throw light upon the origin of words and 
phr~es; the French expression, je sttis m nage, I am all in perspirati6n, ~ . 
g., IS apparmtly connected with the word la nage, swimmmg. But im older 
fol'Ill of the same phrase is: je stlis en age, the word ag~ being an ancient 
form for eau, water, Latin aqua. 
. . Many of the. best philologists, for phonetic reasons, deny the common or-
Igm of the Latm deus and the Greek ,'ft6" while it is an established fact, that 
~e name of the highest deity of the Greeks and Romans, ZeVr and Jupiter, 
IS one and the same. ·Both the Greek Z and the Latin J come from a common 
Ot, oj, which appear in the Greek genitive ~t6" ~tFo" and the Italian Ditwei= 
J~vi, corresponding to the Sanskrit d)'aus~ genitive divas· (heaven); thus Ju-
plter=Zeus pater=heaven.father=father in heaven.* 
The English whole has nothi~g to do lYlth the Greek OM" whole; but it 
may come from KaA6" beautiful; (comp. hollow=KotA6,; who, Anglo·Saxon 
hwa, Sanskrit ka). While the English corn can be identified with the Latin 
gra1lum, it has no connection with Latin COrtlU which becomes horn in En-
gli&h. 
This leads us to ' Grimm's Law, the most important on the rotation of con-
sonants. Grimm himself, in his hist~ry. of the German language, states it 
briefly thus: The media (or soft) of each of the three organs passes over 
into the tmuis (or hard), the tmuis into the aspira/~, and the aspirat~ back 
into the mdia/ i. e., the soft (sonant) mute of the Sanskrit, Latin, or Greek, 
passes over into the hard (surd) in the Gothic, and into the aspirate in 'the Old 
High German. Or, if we modify this theoretical law somewhat, as Grimm 
indicates, and use the name classical for Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit; if we 
consider furthc:r, that the English occupies the same stage as the Gothic and 
Low·German, the law may assume the following form: The ioft mute 'in 
words of the classical languages becomes hard in the corresponding words in 
English, and aspirate in Old-High.German. A few examples may illustrate 
this rule': 
Class. 
1 b 
2 P 
3/ 
4g 
5 c 
6 h 
7 d 
8 t 
9 (f) th 
Gothic. 
P 
/ 
b 
k 
g 
t 
th 
d 
O. H. Ger-
mal '. 
. ph 
/ 
p 
ch 
k 
z 
d 
labium 
1rarF,p 
florere 
gnoscere 
caput 
hortus 
dens 
tres 
{ fares ,'fvpa 
lip 
father 
blossom 
know 
{
heafod 
head 
garden 
tooth 
three 
door 
lefze 
Vater 
pluohan 
chunnan 
{ 
haupit 
haupt 
garto . 
zahn 
drei 
turi (thUr) 
This table exhibits some slight deviations from the rule in its general state-
ment; these and many special exceptions are pointed out by Grimm himself. 
(See Geschichte aer deutschen Sprache, p. 275 ff.) 
.Se. Max Mueller's Rede, ,ehalten in Strassbull:, am '3 Mal, 187" 
( 
THE SCHOOLMASTER IN THE BLACK HILLS. 
As the W EE~LY ~ntends to. keep its reade.rs informed re~pecting the progress of education m all portions of the country, it takes pleasure in chroni· 
cling the fact that the schoolmaoter is abroaq in the famous Black Hills. 
which two years ago were a howling wilderlless. Deadwood City now 
claims nearly two thousand inhabitants. It has two daily papers, and is put-
ting on city airs to an extent that will astonish outside barbarians. From the 
Black Hills Daily Pioneer,a sprightly four page, six column sheet, we take the 
following account of the Proceedings of the School Board at its meeting Aug. 13:: 
"An adjou~ned meeting of the school board for Deadwood district was 
held last ev~mng at the 'office of Justice Barker, Judge Barker presiding. 
"W. J. Sld~ay was elected Secretary of the Board. 
"Mr. Gooding moved that the sch?ol board of thIs district be, and they are 
hereby empowered to borrow an~ r~lse! on reasonable terms,in anticipation of 
the collectIOn of the taxes for thiS dlstnct, any moneys necesSary to make first 
par-ment for I~nd purchased as site for district school house. Carried . 
Mr. Goodmg further moved:that for the purpose of purchasing the site 
fo,r school hous~ and erecting building thereon, the school board of this dis-
tnct are hereby Investe? w!th ~ll the power which can be lawfully exercisp.d 
bY,~e electors of the diStrict, In regular school meeting thereof. Carried. 
W. H. Clagg~t moved that the Board be requested to close negotiations 
for the s~h?ol Site, and that the Board advertise for sealed proposals f: 
school buildmg. Carrie4.1' or a 
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EDUCATION A SAFEGUARD. 
TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
No one who has studied man from a field of vision broad enough to show how universal and irrepressible is the wrong bias inherent in his nature 
dare be so boldly hazardous of the logic of facts as to assert honestly that ED-
UCATION alone is a sufficient guarantee to insure him against the choice and 
influence of evil, and to enforce upon him, necessarily, the love and adoption of 
good. 
As the constitution of man is back of all the constitutions that can possibly 
be framed by him, it is not reasonable that human legislation or social regula-
tion, or art, or science, or anything else of mere human origin, can effect el-
ementally wh<fl:, in the nature of things, does not lie within the province of hu-
man work. , 
But we do this-we take the evil already existing, take it just as we find it 
here and work with it to the best of our ability-trying in divers ways, by 
suppression and expression, by modification and amelioration, or in any way 
that best suits our purpose-to pro~ct us from its general harm and hurt. In 
this way, nature's very first law, self preservation, is kindly left us as. a protec-
• tion against the after results of her violated edict. 
That some things have morl power than others to shield us from the perpe-
t~tion of evil in ourselves, and from the effects of evil in others is very appar-
ent. Of all the remedial agents that have been allowed us by a kind Provi-
dence-remedial in that they are in their tendency-preventatIve to the indul-
gence of vice, and reformatory after its actual commission, we certainly regard 
education proper a. the very chief and foremost. By education we do not 
m~an that surface spattering of a little general information, so often classed in 
the public schools under that much abused head. But we mean that drilling and 
training of the humam faculties that makes them strong to labor and that 
ma~es them delight in labor because they are strong, and because they are 
drilled. Skill gives pleasure. We all have a satisfaction in doing that which 
we are conscious we do well, from the artist to the · artisan; when we have 
that "sense of success in our work," as Ruskin expresses it, we are generally 
masters of the situation. No need for more training, or more motive power 
of any sort. W'C have reached that high and sure standing ground where 
w-ork is "its own exceeding great reward." 
No matter under what disadvantages, whoever has 'attained unto this point, 
let him be brick-layer, or stone-cutter, or the very humblest of hand workers, 
he has achieved success, he is a true artist, .for h~ loves h~-work .for its own 
sake. Even if he is not known of the world, and if he ha,:e no return in a 
monetary form, he is not the man who goes unrewarded. He feels the exhil-
aration, the glory as' lt were, in his humble way of being able to pronounce 
his work "very good." And this feeling, with all the pleasure belonging to 
it, is derived from a divine origin and is divine in its tendency. It is one of 
those touches that makes us feel our kinShip with God, and therefore ennobles 
us. 
Now, no work facinates like mental work. Let a man be trained in any 
mental exercise-mathematics, language, natural history, painting-anything 
that brings his mind's machinery into action, let him be trained until he feel 
his ability to do work that himself shall pronounce "very good," and you 
have supplied his whole being with one graild passion. He may live all 
alone in life, but if he really loves his work, a~d glories in it, he has a mis-
tress of which no misfortIme can deprive him. Not a fitful and tantalizing 
and unreliable mistress either, but one in whose enduring embraces he can be 
always restful and happy even while his desires are continually increasing 
with this their healthful and inexhaustive satisfaction. 
Now, can we reasonably suppose that it is,for such a man, preoccupied and 
contented like this, that vice, even in its most seductive form, would have any 
very special or irresistible attraction? 
We do not pretend to say that many able scholars are not often disabled for 
any good by the practice or practices of vice-plenty of them, doctors, law-
yers, sfatesmen by the score !' But we do say, that all professional men are not 
educated men 'according to our definition of the term. Their knowledge is 
surprisingly often local and limited and they do not get far enough beneath 
the surface to plant themselves in "good ,ground" as genuine knowledge 
trees. , 
Yet, with all.this liberal allowance, who would pretend to say that the pre-
ponderance of vicious men, or of the men' who practice vices is found among 
the professional classes? or that the worthless, dissipated man is not the ex-
ception ? As a general thing, and specially when they haY\:: a genuine love for 
their work, we all know that the very professions named hold amoqg their num-
bers the very leading men in all our best society and societies, men who 
keep themselves busy and respectable and barred out, as it were, by their very 
business from all evil courses of conduct. 
The pupils of art education have a still higher advantage, and find in their 
training a yet safer safe-guard against the blandishments and encroachmen~ 
of vice. And for the simple reason that their work is such as necessitates 
more engrossment of mind, and more complete devotil:)n of soul. 
And here is the point we wish to make-that just in proportion as a man 
loves his work and is trained up to the full exercise of all its uses, does he 
experience education to be what we think it is-a safeguard. 
The human mind loves excitement, is always in need of something beyond 
the dull routine of vulgar existence, and if the proper stimulus is not given in 
God's authorized way of having the mind lifted up to highe~ and better things 
by the aspirations and inspiration of wholesome knowledge, men will seek 
what they thirst for in the false exhilarations of gaud and greed and in the 
death mixture of Circe's terrible cup. 
The Tempter is rather too wise to lay his snare along the plain beaten path 
of honest work. It is the idle, wandering, nothing-to-do feet that get entan-
gled in his net. 
Therefore, if we would have our youths go out into this great land of ours, 
this land so full as it is of bribery and corruption and vice in all its Protean 
shapes, with the ability to eschew the evil and to choose the good, we must 
make of them educated workers and see that they are supplied with this won-
derful talisman that can make the reward of i),onest skillful labor better than 
money, and the engrossments of well-suited work more 'facinating than the 
allurements of vice. 
And if we would make our daughters women worthy of the name, we must 
make education so thorough that they shall have a disgust for all that is artifi-
cial and superficial, and be furnished with some true work that shall engross 
their affections' and please their taste while it occupies their time and makes 
them satisfied whether they live single or be set in families. 
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY-IV. 
Prof. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Ill. 
ANOTHER important phenomenon resulting fr~m the earth's ~otation may now be considered. To introduce the subject, let the hills and the 
mountains be supposed to be hewn off and to be thrown into the_va!leys, and 
the whole earth to be brought to its perfect and ~egular spherOidal form. 
Now, suppose this general surface to be covered wit~ smoo~ ice. Also, sup-
Pose a ball in motion upon this surface not to be resisted elt~er by the atmos_ 
phere or by rolling friction. If, now, the ball be started directly southward 
upon the surface of the ice from a point upon the northern hemisphere, it will 
not continue to move directly southward, but it will bear more and more 
toward the west as it appr~aches {he equator, its velocity in its course slowly 
increasing, but the rate at which it approaches the equator remaining constant. 
A brief examination of facts will make this clear. Every point of the sur-
face ,of the earth is ever moving toward the east, and the velocity of this mo-
tion depebds upon the latitude of the point under consideration. Each point 
daily describes the circle of latitude on which it is located. The relative ve-
locities of any two points of the surface must then depend exclusively upon 
the relative length of the circular paths described by them. These circular 
paths decrease from about 25,000 miles to absolutely nothing as we pass from 
the equator to the pole. It may also be mentioned that this decrease is not 
uniform; but, supposing the earth to-be a perfect sphere, and remembering 
that circumferences of circles are in length as are their radii, and knowing, 
too, that the radii of these circles vary in length precisely as docs the cosine 
of the latitude, it is easily seen that the variation is less striking near the 
equator than near the pole, and that the eastward velocity of a point of the, 
surface of the earth on latitude 60 degrees north or south is precisely one-half 
that of a point on the equator. 
Now, let the ball above mentioned be at rest upon any point of the surface 
between the equator and the north pole. It is of course admitted that for 
this ball to be relatively at rest, is for it to have the rapid eastward motion of 
the surface of the eartl! at this point. \ Let now an impulse directed precisely 
southward be given to the ball. It is seen that, when the ball is traversing 
surface having greater eastward ,velocity than the ball itself, it will have a 
westward motion relative to the surface as certainly as it will retain the con-
stant southward motion vMth which it was started. The parallelogram of 
forces again. comes to our aid. , The southward velocity is ODe component 
and the westward velocity, which is the amount by which the eastward veloc-
.: 
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ity of the surface of the earth at the starting point is less than that at the point 
assumed, is the other component. The resultant clearly furnishes a direction 
to the west of south, and the parallelogram being a rectangle, the velocity as 
indicated by the length of the dIagonal is greater than eIther of the compo-
nents_ The first componellt remaining the same, and the second constantly 
increasing as the ball approaches the equator, the path of ,the ball constantly 
curves from the meridian from which it started, being tangent to that meridian 
at the starting point, and the velocity of the ball in its path as surely c()nstantly 
increases. 
If the starting point be taken on latit.ude 60 degrees north, and the earth-
ward motion given to the ball be at the rate of 12,500 miles a day, supposing 
the equator of tbe earth to be 25,000 miles in length, the direction of the ball 
on crossing the equator would be precisely southwest, and its velocity would 
be the square root of twice the square of 12,500 miles a day_ With the same 
starting point and a less southward velocity, or with the .ame southward ve-
locity and a higher latitude for a starting point, it would cro.s the equator 
, moving more nearly westward than southward. With the same starting point 
and a greater southward velocity, or with the same southwa: d velocity and a 
lower latitude for a starting point, it would cross the equator moving more 
nearly southward than westward. 
Precisely the same argument holds in case of a ball approaching the equa-
tor from any point on the surface of the southern hemisphere, the resulting di-
rection of the motion being north and west. 
Again, let the starting point be assumed to be at the equator, and the im-
pulse to be given toward the north. The ball having a greater eastward ve-
locity at starting than has any point of the surface which it will traverse, it 
will, after starting, have an eastward motion relative to the surface of the 
earth as certainly as it will retain the constant northward motion, with which 
it was started. The northward velocity is now one component, and the east-, 
ward velocity, which is the amount by which the eastward velocity of the sur-
face of the earth at the starting point is greater than at the point assumed, is 
the other component. It is now easily seen that the path of the ball curves 
more and more toward the east as it recedes from the equator, being tangent 
to the meridian on which it started, and that its velocity is ever increasing. 
If the northward motion given to the ball be at the rate of 12,500 miles a 
day, its direction on crossing the parallel of lahtude 60 degrees north must 
be precisely northeast, and its velocity the square root of twice the square 
of 12,500 miles a day. Below 60 degrees north latitude its direction would 
be more nearly north than east, and above this parallel it would be more 
nearly east than north. If the northward motion should be lc;ss than at the 
rate of 12,500 miles a day, the parallel of latitude which the ball would cross 
in precisely a northeastward direction would be below 60 degrees; and if the 
north ward motion should be greater than this, the parallel of latitude crossed 
in a northeastward direction would be above 60 degrees. 
The same arguments hold in case of a baU receding from the equator toward 
the south, the resulting direction of the motion being between south and east. 
It may be noticc;d, too, that if the ball placed at the equator should be 
started directly toward the northwest with a velocity of the square root of 
twice the square of 12,500 miles a day, it would bear more and more toward 
, the north till it would cross the parallel of latitude 60 degrees north when its 
directIOn would be precisely northward, a~d its motion at the rate of 1'2,500 
miles a day. If, th,m, the ball should be started southward from latitude 60 
degrees north with a velocity of 12,500 miles a day, and should be allowed 
to continue its motion upon the southern hemisphere, we would find its path 
changing in direction from the south toward the west, being precisely south-
west on intersecting the equator, and then changing again from the southwest 
toward the south, being precisely south on intersecting the parallel of latitude 
60 degrees south. The point of intersection with 'the equator would be very 
considerably to the west of the starting point, and the point of intersection 
with the parallel 60 degrees south would be as muc1i still further to the west 
On the same principle a rille ball discharged upward precisely vertically wan~ 
cers westward both in ascending and in descending, striking' the earth at a 
point to the west of the starting point. 1}lis should not be confounded with 
the, falling ball mentioned in the fifth argument to prove the rotary motion of 
the earth in the second paper of this series. The ball descending from the 
summit of a high tower wanders eastward on the same principle as does the 
ball on starting northward or southward from the equator. 
The discussion of the ba!l upon the ice may to many seem unduly lengthy. 
M)'excuse ~ay ~e found m the statement that, without a thorough apprecia: 
tion of the prinCIples above despribed, it is impossible to appreciate the funda-
mental philosophy of the trade winds and the ocean currents. 
TRUAN;CY, ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES-III. 
HENRY SABIN, Clinton, Iowa. 
THE third cause of truancy is the influence of ~treet associations. Those who are truants from this cause are nearly always free from all 'parental 
authority. The two important factors in the life of the child-the home and 
the school-are wanting; and the result of such one-sided training is to pro-
duce either a pau'Jer or a criminal. The number of such children is un-
doubtedly increasing, and is already large enough to excite grave apprehen-
sions. 
If occasionally one of these boys is brought into school for a few days, his 
influence over other pupils is so b:ld, and his conduct so against all law and 
order, that he cannot be retained long enough to bring any good influence to 
bear upon him. In nearly all such cases suspension is the first resort. It 
seems necessary, and yet it is no remedy. It turns a truant into a vagabond, 
and leaves him free to exert, outside the school, the worst possible influence 
over other boys. It does not mend the matter to say that we will throw the 
responsibility upon the parent, the parent may cloak his inability to control, 
under an assumed indifference, but society.at large is the real sufferer. Among 
these children who roam the street day after day, profanity, licentiousness, in-
temperance, and a distaste for any honest work are prevalent evils. "The 
evil which men do lives after them," through their children. The ",rongs 
which aIRct modern society are perpetuated in the same way. We shall never 
deal successfully with intemperance, "the social evil," pauperi~m, and kindred 
subjects, until the philanthropist and the law-maker turn their attention to the 
sources from which the ranks oi the debauchee and the criminal draw their re-
cruits. The question is how to reach these street children. In some things 
the law must precede love. Like the candle in the hand of the miner, it en-
ables us to search for hid treasures,that we may bring them out into the clear-
er light of the day. 
As the stakes must be driven, and the cords stretched to hold the trans-
planted tree, until the roots have time to spread themselves in the ground and 
take firm hold of the solid earth, so the law must sometimes be brought to 
bear upon the child" until love, sympathy, and culture can pierce the hard 
crust, and find a lodgment in the better impulses of the child's nature. Our 
school laws are defective in that they give directors only a negative power. 
Thus they may expel or exclude from school, but they may not compel at-
tendance. It is lawful to say that the truant shall not attend school, but it is 
not lawful to say he shall attend. The punishment becomes the very object 
which the boy most desires to attain. The school officers of any city or dis-
trict ought to have the power to appoint a truant officer, whose duty it should 
be to hunt up and return to school children complained against as habit-
ual truants. The law should further provide that the president of the board, 
upon the complaint of any citizen, or when he has reaso!lable cause to believe ' 
that any boy is spending his time in the streets, or in idleness, whether he be-
longs to any school or not, should direct the truan~ officer to investigate the 
case; and upon finding that the boy has no regular place of employment, to 
take him to the school which he is lawfully entitled to attend. ' 
In all such cases the costs of proceedings should be collected from the 
child's parents, the same as other costs of court are collected. In addition to 
this, confirmed truancy and idl!!ness should be made a niisdenteanor in the 
eyes of the law, for which, upon complaint before the proper court or officer, 
a boy may be sent to the reform school. I h/lve only noted these three points, 
avoiding the discussion of anything like compulsory educatIon. The object 01 
the law should be to drive vagrant boys from the streets into school, ·or to 
some regular work. Such a law would take away from directors all power of 
suspension, as now practiced in too many places. 
It is very possible that such a remedy for truants is not feasible at present. 
If it is in any way desirable, the public opinion necessary to sustain it must 
be awakened through the exertions of the educators of the land. I 0 not, 
however, believe that any body of men ought to have the power to exclude 
from school privileges, except as there is joined to such power the imperative 
duty of providing some other place of instruction and discipline, for' those 
deemed worthy of so grave a punishment as expulsion. 
"Millions for education, or France is lost," was the cry of her statesmen, 
echoed and reechoed by American thinkers to-day. Bring the heavy artillery of 
education to suppress envy, jealousy, and ignorance, and you have spiked the 
heaviest gun of the "commune," and may eventually hope to turn their swords 
into plow-shares. Education creates self-respect, self-respect hegets seU:con-
trol, and self-control brings to its aid the best methods.-Mrs. ElillaDetk Boy,.-
I ton HarDe,t. 
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EDUCATIONAL RULES. 
MRS. ~UJSE POLLOCK, Washington, D. C. 
31. It is best that your child should seek and enjoy the companionship of 
virtuous children poor~r than your own, or at leru.t not too much above them 
in circumstances. If they do happen to be intimate with the rich, you will 
find them apt to be discontented at home. and disdainful toward their other 
playmates. 
32 • Do not reply in a hurry what is untrue!' If it cannot be answered 
then, fix a time when you will give a definite answer. ' 
33. For making gifts, let children rather make some simple little things 
th~msdv~s, than to use the parent's purse. 
34. If children want to buy candy with their pennies rather teach them to 
lay them by tor Christmas presents for friends. Buy candy occasionally for 
them. 
35. Discourage suspiciousness in children, by teaching them always to im-
pute a good motive to people's actions, u~til the contrary is proven. 
36. Contro1.your fears ln presence of children. Give always the example 
of faith in God's protecting care. It is a good opportunity to call out children's 
admiration for thunder and lightnJng while quietly taking every precaution 
against~danger. 
37. If a child seems to get discouraged, sympathize with him, admit that 
what he is engaged upon is troublesome, but at the same time, hold up as it 
were in conversation, some example where children are worse off, or have to 
bear things more trying; ask if they would wish to exchange places. 
38. When about to punish a child, carefully examine the motive of his ac-
tion, for fear that his naughtiness was aroused by some physical want of suf· 
fering, also carefully examine yourself, to be sure that it is not your love of 
power; but regard for the child's welfare only that dictates the, punishment. 
Be free from anger if it be a possible thing. 
39. Insist upon punctuality inyour child, at school or anywhere. If he un-
dertakes to join a Sunday School or other classes, he must not be allowed to 
make excuses for staying away. But go rain or shine, if he is well. 
40 . In bringing up a family of children it is well after the child has en· 
joyed a good common education to tell him, Now you may choose your own 
profession, but whatever is expended for you for that purpose, you must 
'promise that your first earmngs above YORT expenses you will place at our dis-
position to spend for the next older one for the same,purpose with the same 
res\llt; the last child's funds may go toward purchasing or 'improving t~e 
homestead for all to resort to in case of sickness or need. 
41. Do not lead a little child into temptation. ,If anything he particularly 
wants is kept out of his sight, it will prevent much trouble. 
42. As to Sunday School lessons, always have them learned as soon as they 
come home, then they will feel free the rest of the week. 
43. Have your child's teacher understand that all his studying is to be 
done at school, until the child is 14 years old. Then have him do it in the 
morning. . 
44. If you wish your child to be religious, do not ridicule religious things, 
or speak slightingly of anything concerning religious matters 11l his presence 
(at least). Do not be bigoted, but admit that all sects have some truths. 
'Speak with L'tarity of all people. 
45. Even if in circumstances that will permit you to dress your child richly, 
dress it rather plain, especially at school; so that there will be no unhappy 
feelings caused to poorer children. If'they are to r~ceive company, it is the 
best sign of a good education if your child, as host, is dressed not so richly as 
her company. 
46. Conform to the fashion with children so far as it will be conducive to 
their health ·and comfort, and be in good taste . For children will feel keenly 
if th~ look odd when they go to school. 
47. Let children have departments assigned them to fulfill in the machinery 
of the household, and exchange them for others in alternate weeks or months, 
if agreeable to the interested parties. 
48. Encourage children to carry flowers to the teacher, and to observe the 
birthday of each member of the family. 
49. , Let each child have a garden of its own, and a regular time for taking 
'care of it. 
50. Always consider your child as being above doing mean or naughty acts. 
Be very careful not to accuse him of doing wrong, unless you are positive of 
the misconduct. 
Sl. Be o/eful to be one of your children's parties. Do not let them begin 
t9<> soon tl> think they can have jllst as good a time without as with you in 
the room. ' Children are very apt, when they get into their teens, to think 
that the parent's presence interferes with their having a good time. This 
must be looked upon as disastrous. Join their picnics and parties until you 
are gray or infirm. Be orie witli them in their sport. 
52. See to it that your child goes to bed in happy spirits. As they grow 
older, the last thing before retiring have them all join in singing first secular, . 
lastly some sacred music. 
53. If we would have our children honest and truthful, we must let them 
see that we trust them, and would not suspect them of anything mean or dis-
honorable. The moment they see we distrust them, they lose all self-respect 
and become reckless and unmanageable. I have known boys who have had 
the name of being capable of almost any amount of honor, simply because 
they were trusted. 
54. "No parent or teacher should ever issue, a comm.md without the highest 
degree of certainty that It will be obeyed. To command a child what, under 
the circumstances, he will probably refuse to do, or abstain from doing, is as 
false to duty, as it would be for a.general voluntarily to engage in a battle 
where he is exposed to certain defeat. When the moral sense is weakly and 
the propensities strong, we must begin, in regard to the former, with the 
lightest possible duties. Present no temptation to the child which 'he has not 
the strength to overcome. Let temptation be increased as the power 01 re-
sistance is strengthened." 
SELECTIONS. 
LESS TIME FOR THE COMMON SCHOOL STUDIES. 
'P'RESIDENT NEWELL, of the National Educational Associ'atioll, said, at 
the recent meeting of that body, ~hat he had very little doubt that by 
judicious management one-half of the time given to spelling, arithmettc, gram-
mar, and geography could be saved, to the great advantag~ of th ~ pupils. He 
illustrated this statement by the following reference to spelling:. "A very 
large part of a child's school life is spent in learning to spell. It has been 
calculated that on an average an hour a day for the ten years between six 
and sixteen is spent upon this accomplishment. Now, granting that good 
sp.:!lIing is a necessary part of a finished education, does it 'follow that so much 
time should be given' to it in the earlier part of the course? Are there not 
other things which the pupil is capable of learning,and a knowledge of whIch 
would be of more service to him than tlle ability to spell all the test words in 
the list? And if the vocabulary of a pupil 'who leaves school at fourteen is 
limited, as it is, to between five hl\ndred and a thousand words, of what use is 
it to him that he can spell five or ten thousand words? If the first elements 
of spelling have been properly taught, a student's spelling will keep pace with 
his reading, and why should it advance faster? If a person can spell correct_ 
ly all the words that he has met with in his reading, he can probably spell al\ 
the words that he can use intelligently, and what need has he of more? Time, 
then, can be saved from spelling; and by rigidly excluding from the primary 
curriculum every part of arithmetic, grammar, and geography which is merely 
preparatory or disciplinary, and n'ot immediately useful,a large saving of time 
can be effected, which can be utilized in the revised programme." Mr. New-
ell declared that a part of the time thus saved should be given to the plain 
reatling of good books for the sake of the information they contain, and he ad-
ded very wisely mdeed ,: "It is not creditable to our efforts as educators that 
so large a -proportion of pupils pass from us without having acquired a taste 
for good reading. Consult the statistics ?f any of. our popular libraries, and 
observe how few books of real merit are called for, and then say if the course 
of instruction of which this is the outcome does not need a readjustment. If 
our system confers an ability to read without creating, not only a desire to 
read, but a desire for the right kind of reading, it surely stands in need of 
reformation. Especially for those who can not have the benefit of a com-
plete curriculum is it necessary that they be brought into sympathy,atan early 
age, with good literature." 
-----------------
THE SCHOOL QUESTION. 
The school question presents itself anew every year to thousands of pa-
rents. To many. the purse solves the problem; the boys and girls are sent to 
the public school because none other can be afforded. To others the solu-
tion is not so easy; it is to them we wish_ to speak. 
I. Do riot send your child to school too early. Nature's way ofteaching 
is God's 'way of teaching, the way of question and answer. ' ~ncourage 
your children to ask questions; answer them; stimulate them t<'-find answers 
for themselves. Spend a little money on picture· books that will incite in 
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them a desire to read. For little children the monthly visit of the "Nursery" 
is an admirable educator. Alphabet blocks serve the purpose of a primary 
school. In no household where either father or mother has any leisure ough t 
children to be sent to school to learn their letters. 
2. The private school has some great advantages over the public school. Its 
associations are generally healthier; its social atmosphere cleaner; its classes 
smaller, its educational processes more carefully adapted to the individual; it 
is less mechanical. But above all there are opportunities for moral and reo 
ligious instruction in the private school which our heterogeneous population 
demes to our public schools. Primary schools ought not to be schools of 
theology, but, other thing; being equal, the school where the child is taught 
not only to use his reason and his imagination, but also his conscience, his 
reverence, and his love, is assuredly the better one. 
3. Boarding' schools have suffered under an opprobrium, but boarding 
schools furnish some important advantages which the d'ly school cannot give, 
The teacher is brought into closer contact with his pupils. He can study 
them more carefully. He can train as well as teach them. The studying is 
less liable to interruptions. The school is a little community by itselt; in it 
the child is c('nstantiy learning from its companions as well as from its in-
structors. Sometimes he learns more; for the boy who has learned how to 
carry himself among boys makes the man who knows how to get on success-
fully with men. Of course there are dangers; but the danger to a child in a 
well-ordered Christian school is less than the danger to a young ~an or wo~ 
man who has been coddled and cradled and coaxed at home. . It is better 
that your child should eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil under 
the fostering care of a wise teacher than that he should do it on the sly, or 
go out into the wilderness from his domestic Eden without practically know-
ing the difference between the two fruits that often grow on the same tree. 
4. Beware of cheap schools. They are expensive luxuries. ~me loca-
tions arc more economical than others, but no schoo. can furnish pabulum for 
both body and mind for less than it costs you to keep a horse or a cow. You 
would not starve your children at home; yet it is no better to do it by proxy 
than to do it person~lly . 
5. The first essential of a good school is its hygienic condition. Mens 
salza in corpol'~ sallO. What sort of food does the school prescribe? What air 
do the pupils breathe? What is the ventilation? What are the opportunities, 
what the incitements for physical exercise? Generally the country school is 
better in these respects than the city school. And these conditions are funda-
mental. If the body is ill supplied, its mind will be lean. 
6. The large school has some great ad vantages. It can grade the classes 
more thoroughly. It can provide a large corps of teachers, and a more thor-
ough division of labor among them. It <;an equip itself more adequately with 
scientific apparatus. It can secure lecturers on speci; lties. 
But the small school also has some great advantages. It preserv:s the type 
of a family. The principal can know his pupils. The moral atmosphere is 
likely to be healthier; the moral traming more careful and specific. Faults 
are more easily corrected. Incipient disease is recognized ,and checked; ac-
cidents are fewer; fagging and bullying and petty tyranny are relatively un-
known. The small school trains best, the large school teaches most; the 
small school lays the best foundations, the large , chool is a finishing shop; 
the ~mall school is always best for beginners, the large school is often, but 
not always, best for mature pupils.-Chrislian Ul1io,z. 
EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH. 
The State Colored Educational Convention, held on last Wednesday, in 
this city, has been a subject of frequent commendation by our whit~ citizens 
who were present. ' Several (If the speeches, particularly those of Maxwell, 
Jackson, and Thompson, weTe marked not only by strong ,common sense, but 
a literary finish and grace of delivery that would have done credit to any 
speaker. There WAS no intemperate language employed, and nothing partak-
ing of either a partisa~ or sectarian nature. The organization was effected 
and the deliberations conducted in strict accord with parliamentary rules. 
The members seemed to confide in the intelligence and zeal of the Supe~in­
tendent of Public Instruction to obtain for the colored race all that could be 
procured at the present time. Some amendments to the law were suggested, 
but no actipn taken, after receiving the assurance of the Superintendent that 
they met his approval and would bring them to the attention of the Legisla-
, ture, 
On the-same day of this convention, the great Bus~demonstration was held 
in Lex~ngto~t which the representative speakers took ground in lavor of a 
more liberal provision for the colored schools. Should the next Congress 
pass the educational fund bill, which proposes to give the proceeds of the 'sale 
of public lands to the state for educational purposes, upon the basis 01 illiter-
acy, the problem of colored schools will be solved for Kentucky. The exilt-
ing statute, antiCipating such Congressional legislation, dedicates such fund 
to the education of colored children. While it is probable 'that none will sug-
gest the use of any part of the present white school fund, it is likely that tbe 
Legislature will be asked to appropriate from the general revenue a sum suf-
ficient to make the p~r capita of colored children equal to that of the white. 
Upon the present basis-givmg all the taxes paid by colored citizens for 
tbe education of their children-it will not be long until the p~r capila will 
exceed that of the whites. The fund has doubled in three years. 
At any rate, the question of colored education is an important factor in our 
state policy, and must receive additional attention at the next session of the 
General Assembly. The next session of the Colored State Teachers' Associ-
ation is to be held in Danville, the third Wednesday in August, I 878.-Ken-
lucky Y~oman. 
• INTERACTION. 
It is the law of faith to encroach upon ,ntellect ; and the law of intellect to 
assert its freedom, and even to retaliate. This interaction is an ordination of 
Heaven, and is beneficent; it is the condition of the approximation of man 
toward high ideals of religion and knowledge. These two forces must, never-
theless, learn to respect each other ; and each must I!'el that its own welfare-
is bound up in the tolerance and highzst activity of the other. Without in-
telligence, religion degenerates into a fetichism, which is next to the negation 
of religion. Without religious faith dwelling and acting in the human heart, 
society sinks to a level where even intelligence expires in the ruins of ,public 
and private morality. ' There is a system of beneficent correlations and coop-
erations between Intellect and Faith which all interests urge liS to recognize • 
and cherish. There are services which intellect is able to render to religious 
faith, which faith ought to be eager to secure; and dropping all medireval 
fancies or fears in reference to possible contradictions in the system of truth, 
cheerfully, cordially, and interestedly accept the complete and indissoluble 
unity of truth, and as a corollary, the sacrednes~ of all truth .which God has 
ordained to exist. On this platform we can bid investigation god-speed, and 
hail with gratitude every trophy which it brings back to us from the field of 
the unknown-fearing nothing which reason can prove true, but only that 
which reason is capable of proving erroneous-assured always that the_ time 
will come when all which science can establish will be counted an indispen-
sable auxiliary to a purified and robust faith.-WINCHELL'S R~concilialion of 
Science alld Religion. 
.But the vice of New England public life, in all its branches, is that her 
people seem never willing to give their best men and women enough_ of the 
highest work to do, nor enough responsibility or opportunity in doing it. The 
favorite New England notion of administration is. to choose an able man to 
perform 'a public duty, choose several less competent committees to watch him 
and each other, and invite proposals for a critical inspection o~ the details of 
his work by all the competent and important people in the community. Now. 
that all public servants, teachers of normal schools included, should be held 
strictly to the performance of their duties, and subject to the deliberate will 
of the people who elect and support them, is not disputed. But it is equally 
true that the abler the man you choose to do an,ything, the longer rope he 
must have, and tbe more discretion must be lodged in him as far as methods 
are concerned. The most certain way to prevent the growth of first-class ad-
minbtration in school, as in all public work, is to tie the official down to du-
ties beneath his order of ability , and perpetually let loose upon him a swarm 
of ignorant or half.taught fault-finders, to embarrass, exasperate, and tin ally 
upset him. The application of this principle is that the time has come when 
we should utilize the teaching ability that is connected with the normal 
schools of the state, in a far broade; and more effective wl.y than at present. 
A. D. MAYO. 
County Institutes are now in order. The teacher who does not make it his 
business to be pr.-sent should have his certificate revoked. He is II- drone. H;e 
should be drummed out of service. He does harm in a multitude of ways. 
He is not qualified to teach, and, therefore, implants untold ,errors' lll the 
minds of his pupils. He sneaks into positions and underbids those who are 
qualified. Those in whose power it is to grant cr:rtificates should see to 
it that such persons do not get them. Our ranks need some pruning.-Ec-
, Ieelic. Teacher. 
" 
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THE OLD STORY. 
DELL SABIN, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
DOWN by the river we walked one day, And never a word we said, 
But the river glimmered and glided fieet, , 
In and out of its cool retreat, 
And it whispered thi.!lgs so soft and sweet 
As it sped o'er its rocky bed. 
And it talked of lovers that strayed by its side, 
As they told the sweet old story; 
And it spoke of m(lidens with eyes of blue 
Who gazed at their faces mirrored true 
ThaI smiled up at them with background blue 
Of tbe summer sky in its glory. 
And it spoke of. men who sought its shade, 
Till the blaze c.f the noon should pass. 
But they looked not into the stream so bright 
Where the crysta~waters ripple and glide, 
But through the branches up to the light, 
As they rested on the grass. -
And we walked on the bank till the sun went down, 
By the reedy rushing river, 
And the river sung . a song so old 
As the sunset turned it to l;quid gold, 
A song . f the dear old story told 
In the sunset by the river. 
The East. 
Conducted by Prof. EDWARD JOHNSON, 34 Oxford Street, Lynn, Mass. 
No wonder I forgot Loring in my Ia.~t enumeration of Boston publishers, I thought of him only as a vender of small beer and other confections, 
some of which perchance were bound in yellow covers. I had dined at his 
restaurant, had bought papers of his newsboy, and had conned his circulating 
library; but had never surmised that above and beyond this salmagundi of a 
store was a great book-factory from which had just issued the most popular 
·hit at romancing, with the single exception of Uncle Tom's Cabin, that this 
Boston or the Universal Yankee nation has yet achieved. Say what you will 
of "Helen's Babies," they have overrun the land, and, one hundred and 
twenty thousand strong, have captured the hearts of the people. Loring 
knows what a good book is, and he knows the popular fancy and the popular 
need as well, and from' the manuscripts that flood his office he has singled out 
many a work of gemus, 'and sent it forth to delight the people and do credit to 
himself. We may instance "Dot and Dime," "Beautiful Edith," and "The 
Fo~r Irrepressibles," the latter just out, of which, however, ten thousand 
were sold in a week. One of Loring's books, bearing the unattractive title 
of "Jack's Ward," was the book most called for at the Boston Public Library 
last year. 
I called at Estes & Lauriat's a few days ago, and was gratified as usual with 
a fresh and ra.re assortment of foreign books. The specialty of this house is 
to_ supply libraries, public and private, with the crea'm of trans-Atlantic liter-
ature; and to give to all purchasers chOice bargains from the vast London 
book trade. Their sixth clearance catalogue should be in the hands of all 
large book-buyers, and all cau obtain it upon application. 
LOthrop's "Chautauqua Girls at Home," the sequel to the "Four Girls at 
Chautauqua," lias just come from the press. It is an ingenious, natural, sweet, 
and u~ef ul book; a better book than its predecessor, and of that I ,certainly 
have no mean opinion. Both show the result of somewhat careless proof-
reading, and lead us to suspect that the gifted author leaves inexcus'able er-
rors in her manuscipt. 
"That Husband of Mine" is astonishing everybody . . The secret of its 
great success who can find? Eighty thousand copies have already been sold. 
Over thirteen thousand went in one day. Last week a thousand copies were 
sent to the western press for notices. "The most taking title ever given to 
a book," was the remark of a rival publisher." "The best book we ever saw 
to sell in the cars," is what the newsboys say. 
Another Boston house which evidently has been making titles a study, 
promises the popular palate a no less cannibalistic feast than "My Mother-in-
Law." "My Mother-in-Law right after That Husband of Mine," is the way 
an ~dvertisement has it. -
"But what about new school books?" your reader who holds you to your 
specialty will ask. Not much; that is, not much that is purely Bostonian; 
although such agents as Stockin & Hazen are able to make even Gotham reo 
volve ,around the Hub. That is. what they pretend to do, but some de-
clare that these very men have a way of making the Hub spin around Goth-
am, if you can reconcile that with the normal motions of the universe. 
But Harper's Geography and Appleton's new History are likely to become 
potent forces, even here. J. L. Hammett has just sent out two neat pam-
phlets on Outline Astronomy and Outline Meteorology. They are intended 
for pupils whose circumstances will allow them only glimpses of these higher 
studies. They effect a happy distribution of subjects which are usually treated 
in one bulky volume, and with little regard to the successive stages of the 
mind's development . • H ammett proposes the elements of botany to the child 
of ten, then physiology, physics, meteorology, and astronomy successively 
through the next four years. Outline school books every enthusiastic in- ' 
structor likes, hut outline teaching is wearisome. 
There is little var,ety in outlines, and so the teacher finds his highest enjoy-
ment in completing them with minor facts, illustrations, suggestions, hypothe-
ses, and even fancies, for the bnght pupil who has 'already appropriated a 
sketch of the subject. This IS fundamental. And if merely this is gained 
in childhood, we may hope that somewhere in the school of life, a teacher 
will be found who will make such a subject something more than a skeleton 
to the mind. 
I have just received a copy of the revised edition of Allen & Greenough's 
Latin grammar. I have not yet examined it, but from a few references to 
, certain test points, I am assured that this book will prove all that its enterpris-
ing publisher has determined te make it. In consequence of thls revision, it 
has already been put into some of our best classical schools, which were not 
satisfied with the previous edition. But more about this anon . 
• 
Notes. 
JANSEN, McCLURG & COo, of this city, have greatly increased their al. ready large stock of foreign works by shipments made in person by Gen-eral McClurg, who has been fur several months at the chief book markets in 
Europe making purchases. The furnishing of _ public libraries is. made a 
speciality by them, and their facilities for supplymg books of all kmds and 
qualities, of home or foreign publication, cannot be surpassed by a~y house 
in the West. Although their own publications are mostly of a miscellane-
ous character, designed chiefly for the popular taste, yet . they have ventured 
judiciously into the field of educational publications _(as their adver~isement 
this week will show), and seem to have been exceedmgly fortunate m their 
venture. Their Manual of Vertebrates we have already noticed in these col-
umns and shall soon express an opinion respecting their Political E conomy. It 
is suffiCient to say now that it has met with universal favor among teachers, 
and its sales are increasing.--Prof. Wm. E. Story, of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versi ty, announces the appearance of Tl;e American 7 0t4rnal of Pure and Ap-
plied Mathelllatics,to appear in January,1878. ItiNiII appear four trmes a year, 
and 384 pages will constitute a volume; sent for five dollars paid in advance. 
--The Northern Indiana Normal School, at ValparaiSo, began its fifth year on 
the 28th ult. with a greater number present and better prospects than at the be-
ginning of any previous year. Many of the students of previous years have 
returned for a two years' course. The buildings, although quite new, have all 
been thoroughly renovated and all accommodations are better than ever be-
fore. While heretofore there has been a lack of room, now by the erection 
of new bUildings a much greater number may be accommodated.--Very in-
teresting discoveries are being made by the Rockford (Ill .) Scientific Society, 
through investlgations of the numerous mounds whic!) are to be found along the 
banks of the Rock River. In one recently opened the perfect reclining form of a 
skeleton was found. The teeth were in a wonderful state of preservation, 
though it was impossible to remove the skeleton whole. This is undoubtedly 
a specimen of the genuine pre-historic mound-builder. In another mound, 
not yet fully excavated, a number of large stones were found, which were ev- ./ 
idently brought from the Lake Superior region. Skeletons of Indians hav<y' 
also been exhumed near that locality, and with tbem various instruD'lents--'if 
barbaric manufacture.--Supt. Gove, of Denver, in his annual report, says: / 
"The school census has increased in five years from 1,445 to 2,995. Childreo/ 
five years of age are not now as formerly enumerated in the census. The,ln-
crease in the enrollment has been from 1,178 in 1873 to 2,078 i JY l877~hile 
the average number belonging to the schools has grown from '540 j V I873 ~o 
1,327 in 1877. To put ' this in another form: the increase in )lve years m 
our enrollment is about 76 per cent, and in the number b l6nging to the 
/. 
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schools, 145 per cent. ' This increase in schools is probably unprecedented, 
and the efficiency of the work is indicated somewhat by the amazing increase 
in the number of pupils belonging; for it is that and not the enrollment that 
tells how many children are receiving instruction. These figures show as 
well, what is more generally known, the unparalleled growth of our city."--
The average monthly wages of teachers in New York city are: Men, $175; woo 
men, $90. In Massachusetts they are: Men, $94·33: women, $34.34. 'In 
New Jersey, men, $65.77; women, $38. In Utah, men, ~40, women, $16. 
The Cherokee Nation, the District of Columbia, and Nevada pay the highest 
salaries of all, those of the Cherokee Nation being, men, $225; women, $200. 
Nevada, Nebraska, Arizona, Wyoming, Maryland, Louisiana, Florida, Ten-
nessee, and New Mexico pay women the same wages they pay men; South 
Carolina and Mississippi pay women a few dollars more than men receive. 
--Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., thinks that the School System "stands 
in pressing ne~d of thorough and intelligent overhauling." He says: "My 
observation of grammar schools leads me to believe that, as a rule, so far 
from getting their scholars up to 'physics,' and physiology, and 'constitutional 
law,' they fail to teach them thoroughly the 'three R's.' If anyone curious 
on this subject will question the teachers of the Boston High School, they can, 
if they get 'Jony information at all, get what will astonish them. So far from 
being thoro ughly grounded in the rudiments, I do not hesitate to say that 
among those sent up from our grammar to our high schools the scholar who 
can really read and write is the exception, and not the rule. I do not mean, 
of course, that the graduates of our grammar schools cannot blunder and stum-
ble through a printed page, jumping the harq, words, or scrawl an ill.express-
ed, illegible,badly-spelled something on a sheet of paper. This they can do ; but 
as a rule that is about all. Th\! examination papers for entrance to our high schools 
would show whether this statement is exaggerated, and the principals of our 
normal schools would confirm their showing."-- The Essentials of English 
Grammar names a beautiful little book in drab covers, lately published by 
Ginn & Heath, Boston. It is the contribution of the distinguished philologist 
and general scholar, Prof. W. D. Whitney, of Yale College, to the class rooms 
and teachers' libraries of the country. Its object, as the name partially implies, 
is to help the young student to those matters which will best serve him as 
preparation for further and deeper knowledge of his own language, for the 
study of other languages, and_for that of language in general. It takes the 
view that has come gradually to prevail, we think, among thinking educators 
of late years, that the best way of teaching the correct use of English is not to 
teach English grammar; and this book takes a new departure.in the study, 
and directs it to different ends. Every progressive teacher and superinten-
dent will examine it with interest. Its mechanical beauty and typographic 
beauty could hardly be excelled. 
REVIEWS. 
HIGHER Luso1tS in English. A Work on EnglIsh Grammar and Com-position, in which the Science of the Language is made Tributary , to 
the Art of Expresssion. A Course of Practical Lessons Carefully Graded 
and Adapted to Every-day Use in the School-room. By Alonzo Reed, A. M. 
and Brainerd Kellogg, A. M. (New York: Clark and Maynard. Chicago: 
Abram Brown, Agt. pp. 264, 16 mo. Cloth. Introduction price, 50 cents.) 
__ It ,does not seem possible that in these days, after so very m~ch has been 
said, and so many excellent books have been published, against the old meth· 
od of teaching grammar, that any schools or teachers are foolish I1nd ignorant 
enough to persist in using the old text-books of ten or twenty years ago. Al-
though it may be even not more than five years since the reform in teaching 
grammar began, yet it has been so positive and so general throughout this 
country that anyone who should now use the old gramniars instead of the new 
would simply give evidence by so doing of his lack of education, not to say 
good sense. 
The authors of "Graded Lessons in English"-a book which has met with 
general favor in spite of the other good ~>nes which had appeared before it-
have carefully carried out their original design in this second work, and it is 
safe to say that it will stand securely on its merits and rapidly find a place in 
the schools of the land. The book ,starts out with a treatment of the sen-
tence, on the principle that the whole can be more easily unden;tood than the 
parts, and, that it is the expression of a thought which determines the choice 
and arrangeme~t of words. 'J'he last thirty page. are devoted to "composi-
tion," in which the subject of punctuation is thoroughly treated. A simple 
,and helpful ' system of diagrams is introduced, though it is not intended to 
form a vital part 6r the work. The pages ahound in hints and suggestions 
hoth to the teacher and the pupil, and if these are faithfully observed the book 
cannot fail to prove one of the best yet produced for use in the common and 
graded schools. 
Correspondence. 
PROSPERITY. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY : 
CEDAR County, Iowa, has just closed a most successful Normal Institute with an enrollment of over one hundred and seventy-five teachers . It 
could not have been otherwise with such an enthusiastic County Supt. as Miss 
E . E. Frink; and such a corps of earnest practical instructors as Mr. A. C. Ross, 
of Tipton/or Orthography,Geography,and Penmanship; Mr. W. T . Stubbs, of 
Clarence, for Arithmetic and Grammar; Mr. R. G. Young, of Durant, for 
Civil Government and Physiology; and Mrs. M. A. McGonegal, of Daven-
port, for Reading, Drawing, Theory -and Practice of Teaching, and Moral 
and Religious Instruction. 
The session was lour weeks in length. Principal H. L. Boltwood, of 
Princeton, Ill., gave a thoroughly practical lecture on "The Common Schools, 
what they should be, ann how ',0 make them." Prof. J. S. Bradley, · of Wil-
ton, spoke upon "Reform in Spelling," to the entertainment of a large audi-
ence. Wm. Lee, Lieut. of the U. S. Navy, gave a vivid description of the 
battle between the Cumberland and Merrimac, at Hampton Roads. not un· 
like Abbott's excellent portrayal of that scene. Miss Fannie Hollister, of 
Chicago, gave one of her delightful Readings one evening; and a fifth even· 
ing was devoted to a very comll\endable literary entertainment given by the 
membership of the Institute, displaying a versatility of talent that will place 
Cedar county teachers in the front ranks. , , 
In fact we gleaned our material for our ideal Normal, of which we will tell 
you some time. As many as could. considering the outlay in attending the 
Normal, subscribed for the WEEKLY. 
The fruitage of this Institute i~ already as follows: 
A "Study Club" was formed, including all those passing a first grade ex-
amination in II majority of their studies; a committee appointed to outline a 
course of study, and the following subjects decided upon as' suitable for the 
Club to pursue : natural philosophy, American literature, and physical geog-
raphy,-the subjects to he reviewed at the next annual Institute, and those de-
siring to pass the examination at the close of the session. ' 
They arranged to regularly occupy one or more columns in one of the 
county papers for the maintenance of a department devoted especially to the 
interests of education, by appointing an efficient corps of editors to divide the 
labor. , 
They also purpose forming an alumm association of all procuring first grade 
certificates. Look for excellent work next year, for the present incumbent 
has received the nomination for another term of two years. 
VERA. 
WRITTEN SPEECH THE EXPRESSION OF THOUGHT. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN your review of "Thought and Expression, or The Child's First Book in Wntten Language," after giving the author's method by quoting from his 
introduction and otherwise, you say that "his method is the same as has for 
years been practiced by eminent teachers in Germa'JY." The words in Ger-
mmty, in this sentence, are superfluolls-eroneous, as they will convey to 
,many of your readers the idea that it has not been used in Illinois, nor, to 
your knowledge, within the U. S., while in fact it was used in this county in 
the winter of 1856 and 7, and has been used here ever since. It was in use 
in Fort Smith, Ark., during all_ of the last school year, and it is used in many 
other counties and cities. Last week, in the presence of 57 teachers and 
many spectators, in County Institute at Duquoin, Miss Emma Wheatley lrave a 
lesson in Primary Teaching, in ~vhich the "entirely new feature," "the treat-
ment of written speech from the outset as the expression of thought," was 
well exemplified, and "tbat thought, not the art of expression," is tbe thing to 
be dealt with was clearly stated and earnestly enforced. Prof. Ward, <:;ounty 
Supt., heartily endorsed it, not as a novelty but as what he found in use when 
he became Superintendept four years ago, and which he has advised all teach-
ers to use. B. G. ROOTS. 
TAMAR.OA, PEkRY Co., ILL., Aug. 24, 1877. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
ANNOUNCEMENT, etc., of Mrs. Sylvanus Reed's English, Fren~h, and German Boarding and Day School, for young ladies, New York. 
, The UtJiversity 0/ Mimusota. The Calendar for the year 1876'7. W. W. 
Folwell, President. 
Catalogue of Albion College for 1876-77, Albion, Mich. Rev. L . R. Fiske, 
D. D., President. 
Catalogtte of the Missouri State Normal School, first normal district, for the 
school year 1876-77, with annOUncements lor the school year 1877'78. Kirks-
ville, Mo. J. Baldw;n, President. 
Catalogue of Penn College for the academical year 1876-77. O.kaloosa 
Iowa, 
-:. 
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STATE ' DEPARTMENTS. 
EDITORS: 
Cali/ornia: JEANNK C. CAlli', Deputy Slale Supt. Public Inst., Sacramento. 
Colorado: Hon. J. C. SltA1TUCK, State Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
Iowa: J. M. DEARMOND, Principal Grammar School NO.5, Davenport. 
Illinois: Prof. JOHN W . COOK, Illinois Normal Univenoity, Normal. 
Michigan: Prof. LEwIs McLotrrH, State Normal School, Ypsilanti. 
Indian,,: J . B. ROBERTS, Principal HIgh School, Indianapolis . 
Wisconsin: J. Q. EMBRV, Supt. Public Schools, ~'ort Atkinson. 
Minn<sota: O. V. TOUSLBV, Supt. Public Schools, Minneapolis. 
Dakota·: W. M. BRISTOLL, Supt. Public Schools, Yankton. 
0""0:. R . W . STI1VBNSON, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus. 
Nebraska: P.rof. C: B. PALMER, State University,Lincoln. 
Edllcatt"onal Nnus-Home and Foreirn: HHNRY A. FORDJ Kalamazoo, Mlchi&,an. 
The East-Prof. EDWARD JOHNSON, Lynn, M.lssachusetts. 
CHICA(;O, SEPTEMBER 6, I877. 
Illinoi§. 
MANY persons who desire to make teaching a life work are looking in vain for employment. Where crops are poor and money scarce, scores 
of persons attempt to "tide over" the shoals by teaching. The sons and 
nephews, the daughlers and nieces of the directors are preferred applicants, 
and the pupil of last winter is the master this. If one can squeeze through the 
examination for a second grade certificate, it is enough, providing he will 
work for a small salary. One man has a flock of sheep to care for. He 
"kept school" once, a half-score of years ago, and he underbIds the other ap-
plicants five dollars a munth, and receives the appointment. True, the sheep 
make him an hour or so late occasionally, and once in a while he must dis-
miss at thret: o'clock to look after the stock, but the district will save thirty 
dollars on the six months' school. and that will be enough to signalize their 
administration. These are not imaginary conditions. Would.that they were! 
Every district may have a good teacher by paying a fair compensation,a teach-
er that will give value received for every dollar expended, but scores of 
schools will be "kept," and not ta?'ght, to save five dollars a month. 
The Trustees of the Illinois Industrial University have authorized the Fac-
ulty to designate one or more High Schools in each county of the State, of 
sufficiently high grade and good reputation, whose certificates of examination, 
.in the branches required of candidates for .the University, may be received in 
.. : lieu of the usual exami)1ation at the University. The Faculty propose, under 
. this authorization, to select two classes of schools. First, Examining Schools. 
',. : Suond, Accredited High Schools. 
I. EXAMINING SCHOOLS. 
These must be Graded, or High Schools, of good reputation, and of suffi-
ciently extended course to prepare students for the University. '1 he princi-
pal teachers of the schools selected for this class will be authorized to prepare 
questions and conduct examinations of any of their students desirous of en· 
tering the University, but the papers must be sent to the University for final 
decision. 
The selection ofthese scbools will be made on information of tbe courses of 
study, and tbe g ... neral kind and extent of instruction shown by catalogues and 
circulars. The names of tbe schools chosen will be published in the cata-
logue of the University, in the list of Examining Schools. 
2. ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS. 
These must be High Schools of first-rate character, whose courses of instruc-
tion include all the studies required for admission to any of the Colleges of 
the. University. On application a member of the Faculty will be sent to ex-
amIne the school making the application, as to its facilities for teacbing, its 
course ~nd methods of instruction, and the general proficiency shown. If the 
report IS favorable, the nam.: of the school will be entered on the published 
, list of High Schoois, accredited by the University. The graduates of these 
schools will be admitted to any of the Colleges for which their studies may 
hav~ prepared them, without further examination. The appointment will 
conunue as long as the work of the school is found satisfactory. The ex-
pense of the visit of the Professor should be met by the school visited, as the 
University has no fund for this purpnse. 
You are respectfully invited to lay this matter before your School Board, 
and on their concurrence, to send to the undersign-ed, copies of your catalogu e 
and courses of studies, witb such other information as to ' teachers, terms of 
sc.~ool, etc., as may be necessary to fairly represent the school. If these are 
s~usfac~ory, th.e school will be placed on the published list, and full instruc-
tIons ~V11l be sent you as to the studies required, the number and character of 
qu~tlons to be asked, and the studies requisi~e for admission. 
In case, o~ applica~ion for .admission to the list of Accredited Higb Schools, 
please send mform~tlo.n of ~Ize of school, number of teachers and' departments, 
~~ number of pupIls m HIgh School course. Also, indicate time when the 
TlSlt ?f the Professor may be desired. Catalogues will be sent on request. 
It is hoped that the arrangement contemplated will be mutually pleasant 
and advantageous to the University and the High Schools of the State. Both 
belong to the State. Both are parts of the educational system of the State. 
The University is the property of the whole State, without regard to party, 
sect, or section. It has been recently visited by tbe Governor, aad otb~r 
State officers, and a large part of the LegIslature, who have expressed theIr 
_warm approvall1f its appearance and work. The best interests of the Sta!e 
demand that it shall be placed in close and friendly relations with the pubhc 
High Schools. Its officers frankly des .re this; and to this end mvite your 
cooperation. 
Address reply to 
J. M. GREGORY, 
CHAMPAIGN, IIhnois. 
B. F. Stocks .takes charge of the Sullivan schools.--B. F. Sippy is nom-
inated by the Democrats of Madison county as a candidate for the county su-
perintendency. Ad. A. Suppiger, the retiring superintendent, is a candidate 
on the Republican side for the county c1erkship.--·W. H. Johnson remains 
at East Marseilles.--Wm. Brady retains his old place at Marseilles.--
The Clark County Teachers' Institute had an attendance of forty-nine-an 
increase of about one hundred per cent over last year. The exercises were 
conducted by L. S. Kilborn, L. A. Wallace, and J. C. Comstock. Resolu-
tions very complimentary to these gentlemen were adopted by the Institute. 
--J- L. Johnson, of the Normal class of '76 and principal of the Millers-
burg schools, was recently married to Miss Florence Case, of Normal.--O. 
F. Avery, an old teacher, has been nominated by the Republicans of Liv-
ingston county as a candidate for the county~uperintendency.--'he Perry 
County Institute was conducted by Supt. Ward, Joseph Harker, and "Father" 
Roots. Sup!. Etter gave an evening lecture. "Father" Roots has charge of 
the Tamaroa schools this year.--Mr. Oscar Polhemus, an alumnus of the 
Illinois Normal School, died at Sudlow, Ill., Aug. IS.--Eugene DeBurn 
continues in charge of the East Champaign schools.-- O. C. Palmer remains 
at tbe head of the Tolono Township' High School.--E. R. Young is principal 
of the Richmond, McHenry Co., schools --T. L. Evans remains at the head 
of the Paxton schools.--A Teachers' Institute and Normal School was held in ' 
Griggsville, commencing on July nlllth and continuing five weeks. The In-
stitute was under the direction of Prof. John Hull, of the SQuthern Normal 
University, assisted by R. M. Hitcb, Prin. C?f tbe ~riggsvil!e School, A. C. 
Mason, Prin. Perry School, and P. H. Har_ns, of M,.lton. 1 he scho.ol adver-
tised to be held in Pittsfield by Profs_ Hams and Dmsm?re was umte~ with 
thIS. It was the aim of the managers to make the Instllute the bnt m the 
state; but the effort was not responded to by the large att~nda~ce expect«;d-
there being but about eighty teachers present. In connectlon WIth the Instllute 
was a Model School conducted by Misses Poling and Vertrees, two of ~he 
best primary teachers in the county. All. text-books used dur.mg the sessIOn 
were furnished gratis. Among the evemng lecturers ~vere Supl. Etter, Dr. 
Edwards, Pres. Hall, Profs. HIggins, DeMotte, ParklDson, ~heppard. an.d 
others in all eleven' but the result seems to be that a lecture course of th,s 
kind should ~ot be a'part of!,ln Institute o~ tbls kind whe~e so mucb is to be 
accomplished in school methods and facts lD so sh.ort . a tIme. Pr?f. Brown, 
of the Jacksonville Business College, gave inst;ucuon ~n pe~:nan.shlp, A~ the 
close of -the se5'ion a "Pike County Teachers .Assoclatlon was orgaDlz~d, 
the first meeting to be held in Piu>fiel<,l th~ Fnday and Saturday fullowmg 
Thanksgiving. Educational i?~erest IS. bemg aw~kened ~n the ~ounty and 
better schools are the result. I he c·ndldates for County Supt. thIS fall are 
W. H. Crow, of Barry, and Miss Belle Moore, uf Perry. For the foIlo_wi~g 
year J. T. Long has charge of the Pittsfield schoo!, R. M. HItch remalDS I~ 
Griggsville, A. C. Mase>n in Perry, J. F. Clark lD Barry, and P. H. Hams 
goes to Milton. 
Wisconsin. 
G M. RAIT is elected principal at Brodhead.--L. W. Briggs succeeds • Hosea Barnes at Manitowoc.--Prof. W. W. Freeman succeeds Prof. 
D" La Matyr at Blacl~ River Falls. The latter, on account of reduction of 
salary, declined the positlon which was tendered him by the school board. 
01 the 'newly elected principal the ,Banner says : "From one of the school 
board we learn that Prof. W. W. Freeman has been engaged as principal of 
the public schools in thIS village for the coming year at a salary of twelve 
hundred dollars, and that the school will commence on Monday, Sept 17. He 
was principal of our schools here for one year some five years ago, and is 
known to most-of our citizens as an energetic and anle teacher and organizer. 
We also understand that all the teachers here during the last term will be re-
tained with the exception of one-Frand De La Mat yr. Miss Burt will also 
rem~in as assistant."--FroJU the Appleton Cresfitlll, we clip the following 
relative to Lawrence University: "The fall term of this institution will open 
Sept. 12. We understand that the prospect for the coming year is unusually 
good. The collegiate department has been for several years steadily rising, 
not only in the number and rigid character of the requirements, but in the 
num~er of students. Its fame is in all parts of the country as well as in Wis-
conSlD, and the President has applications for information from nearly t:wo 
thousand miles apart. The financial experience of the institution has been a 
bad one, but this has not prevented a healthy development and gratify,iog ad-
vancement. There is likely to be a large Freshman class."--Referring to 
the B~ard ?f Regents of Normal schools, the Whitewater Register says: "A 
more mtelhgent, honest, and conscientious class of men could scarcely be 
brought together in any board for any purpose. No one can study their pro· 
/ 
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ceedings without reaching the conclusion that they desire, with singleness of 
purpose, the highest welfare of the important institutions committed to their 
care. From a single school at Plattevile in 1866, wit\:! six teachers and an ag-
gregate enrollmem of 219 pupils, the normal work in this state has grown, in 
the space of eleven year:" to four schools with nearly fifty instructors and an 
aggregate enrollment of nearly 1,800 pupils. Hence it will be seen that the 
duties imposed upon the Regems are complicaled, difficult, and responsible. 
That these duties have been wisely and fallhfully discharged in the past as at· 
tested by the simple facts above stated. The unexampled success of our noble 
system of normal instruction is thus due to the wisdom, sagacity, and devotion 
ot these gentlemen to the trust committed to them. In the further prosecu · 
tion of their labors, which are performed without fee or reward, they are en-
titled to the generous confidence and support of every citizen who can appreci-
ate faithful st:rvice in the interests of humanity and civilization."--We are 
informed that, at the rLcent examination for state certificates, at Madison, out 
of eighteen appl icants, ollly h.·o were successful.--Prof. W . S. Johnson, for 
several year; prinCipal at New Lbbon, goes intr> the Whitewater normal 
school, as teacher of penmanship and drawing. Hoth the school and Mr. 
Johnson are to be congratulated. 
Educational News. 
. CALll'ORNIA.- The salary of John Swett, principal of The Girls' High 
:::ichool, :::ian Francisco, has been raised from $3,000 to $4,000. That 
due ; n't look like hard times.--Proi. C. W. Childs, superintendent of Solano 
county, is highly praised by the local press for extraordinary success in his 
work.--A fin e indication that educational matters are in an interesting con· 
dition in thiS state is found m the many candidates for the county superinten-
dency who are principals of graded schools. 
CANADA.-Miss Mareau, a graduate of the training school of Madame 
Kraus-Hoelte, of New York, will open a kindergarten school in Toronto in 
September.--The Canada SeI,OOt J ourllal says : "The appearance, for the 
first time, of young ladies amongst the candidates for matriculation in the Uni · 
versity of Toronto, and their success in securing creditable positions on the 
class list, are events of no trifling significance. Equally important is the fact 
that the Senate of the University has atl ength frameJ a scheme for the admis-
sion of ladies to standing and honors without compelling them to take up all 
the work required of the sterner sex."--A teacher in the town of Percy sus-
pended a pupil for refusing to testify against his fellow pupil. The Inspector 
of the district and the Milllster of Education decided officially that the teach-
er had no right to deprive the pupil of the school for such offense.--It is an-
nounced that the Senate of T oronto University have under consideration a 
scheme for the institution of local examinations for women, under which a 
very Wide latitude with respect to options will be allowed. --The new school 
law now makes the teaching of drawing compulsory in all the schools of Quebec. 
CHINA.-It is said that twenty· eight Chinese boys have recently gone to 
English and French naval colleges, which indicates that the old prejudice 
agalllst Europe tis wearing away-perhaps through the influence of Japanese 
example. . 
COLORADO.- The enrollment of pupils in the Denver schools in 1873 was 
1,178. It is now 2,078 although .the minimum school age has been changed 
from five to six years.--The University of Colorado opened the 5th inst. at 
Boulder, Dr. Jos. A. Sewall, President. 
FRANC&., lt is the practice pf the French Department of Public Instruc-
tiOlt to send agents, specially qualified, to foreign countries on tours of artistic 
or scientific research. In 1875 grants were made for no fewer' than twenty-
eight missions of this kind, including those to such distant points as Peru, Al-
aska, Central Africa, and Cochin Chma. M. Cournault was despatched to . 
Germany, Austria, and Hungary to make drawings of Gallic antiquities in 
those countries, and has brought back a portfolio which will go to enrich the 
National Library. M. Wiener has sent home many cases .of curiosities illus-
trative of the early history of Peru, to which great interest attaches, while Dr. 
Jobert IS collecting natural history specimens in Brazil. M. Fagnan has beed 
sent to Oxford to transcribe in Arabic the text of the work of Ibn Bassam,. 
very important in connection with the htstory of the Spanish Arabs. Only 
one copy of this work is known to exist. The first 'oIolume is at Paris, the 
,second at Oxford, the third at Gotha. France hopes soon tu have a perfect 
copy. M. :::ioldi is on an inquiry as to the early art of engraving in London; 
M. Hebert on a geological research in. the maritime Alps; M. Guinet is 
studying.on the spot th~ ancie~t faiths of China and J apan; Dr.- Pietra Santa 
is on samtary research m Turm. Many others are engaged in work equally 
interesting and important. Their reports are all submitted to the head of the 
department, and a committee decides what 'proportion of them shall form a 
part of the national a~chives . 
G~EAT BRITAIN.-:-A vigorous effort is being made by the doctors of medi-
cin~ ~n Engl~nd to mduce .the Senate of. the London University to reverse its 
decI~lon makmg wom~n el~glble to medical degrees, according to an act of 
Parliament. Resp~~tmg It the .Sp~ctator very pertinently says; "If young 
medical men ar.e likely to have theIT prospects of work and success' injured 
by the entranct; mto the fiel~ of these lem~le competitors; It is clear enough 
that there t;nust be.:" real des~re for the adVice of these female competitorti, and 
a..real sphere: . ~t IS hardly m the present day that a number of highly edu-
cated men wHII~ste!lto the advocates of a new monopoly, and exclude wo-
men from .th~ ~xerclse of a beneficent profession because their earnings are 
likely to dimmlsh the wages of men. Literary men n:light just as well appry 
for an act to prevent women from writing novels, or criticisms, or leading ar-
ticles; yet if they did, what contempt the more educated physicians would 
feel for such a strange vagary of selfish fear on their part. The argument 
from medical stu.lents' self-interest is indeed as crazy as it can be. Either 
they have nothlllg to fear, and then it should not be urged; or they have 
something to fear, and then the interests of the public are opposed to theirs, 
and their selfish claims must give way."--The cook in Christ church col-
lege, Oxford, gets $1,500 a year, and the professor of poetry $5oo.--The 
school boards of several large towns in England and Scotland have asked the 
natIOnal education authorities to provide for the instruction of girls in the the-
.)ry and practice of cooking in the public day and evening scho.ols.--Three 
miIlion children are enrolled in the elementary schools of England, and the 
average ,!aily attendance reaches two millions.--The trustees of the Brit-
ish Museum are in treaty for the purchase of a copy of. the largest hook in the 
world . Toward the close of the seventeenth century the reigning Emperor of 
China appointed an Imperial Commission to reprint in one vast collection all 
native works of interest and importance in every branch of literature. In the 
beginning of the follow ing century the Commissioners completed their labors, 
and were able to lay before the Emperor a very palpable proof of their dili-
gence in the shape of a compilation consisting of 6,109 volumes, entitled" Kin 
ting Roo kill too shoo tseih ching," or " An lllustrated Imperial collection of 
Ancient and Modern Literature." Only a small edition was printed off in the 
first instance, and before long a greater part of the copper plates which had 
been cast for the undertaking were purloined by untrustworthy officials, and 
the remainder were melted down and coined into cash. Accidents by fire 
and hy violence have considerably reduced the number of copies of the impe-
rial edition originally printed, and it i,; believed that only a comparatively few 
now remain extant.-· -The late period of life at which youths have recently 
gone to the English Universities is exciting unfavorable comment. The aver-
age age of public school boys b~ginmng residence at Oxford is now about 
19)4 to 19~, and tbe degree is often not tnken until 23 or 24. A hundred 
years ago undergraduates went up to college at 16 to 18. 
ILLINOIS.-Miss Jennie M. Bancroft is the new Dean of the Woman's Col-
lege, at Evanston. She will also give instruction in French.--Professor D. 
S. Wentworth has accepted the position of principal of the new High School 
and Normal Institute at Dalton. The institution will open Sept. lo.--"In 
speaking of Mrs. Mary L . Carpenter, the efficient Superintendent of Schools, 
the-Durand Pal1-iot says : • We are glad to state, as a fact, that Mrs. M. L .. 
Carpenter will be a candidate for reelection to the office of Supenntendent of 
Schools of Winnebago county. She has filled that position very a~ceplably 
during her four years' administration (one tertn) anQ has, as far as we have 
been able to discover, given universal satisfaction throloghont the county.' 
It is generally conceded tha'! Mrs. Carpenter has made one of the most ef-
ficient Superilllendents we have had, and we trus~ her efforts in behalf of edu · 
cation may be recognized by a unanimous reelection."-Rockjord Journal. 
--The "banner public school of the West" is said to be the West Aurora 
High School. Four years ago a graduate from that school entered West Point 
Military Academy, and this summer graduated, ranking number 12 in a class 
of 76. And now another graduate has obtained an appointment from Aurora, 
and the friends of the school are jubilalll.--The Galesburg R~pu6Iicmz­
Regis'~r says ;.hat at last accounts the Beardstown School Board had balloted 
seventy times'''for a city school superintendent without effecting a choice. The 
candidates must think their existence depends upon an election there.--
Superintendent Etter decides in a case brought before him that, under the 
school law, a school treasurer cannot legally pay an order issued by school di-
rectors to pay a teacher, when the teacher's certificate has been revoked and 
notice thereof given them.--J. K. Gowdy, of Monmouth, was . chosen 
School Principal by the Board of Education, at Beardstown, on the ninety-
ninth ballot.--Charles W. Rolf, of Aurora, takes the schools at Kankakee. 
INDI·ANA.-The next meeting of the State Teachers' Association will be 
held in Indianapolis, December 26,27,28, 18n.--At the June election of 
county superintendents, the whole number-ninety-two, were reelected except 
twenty-seven.--Examination for state certificates will be held during the 
holidays.--Alfred Kummer, Supt., and James Du Shane, Principal, remain 
at South Bend. Salaries remain the same as last year. 
IOWA.-S. T. Ballard has been nominated for State Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction by the Greenback party.--Wm. Elden remains at Indepen-
dence; salary $1,5°o.--The Iowa State Normal School, at Cedar Falls, has 
graduated a _ !=Iass of four at the end of the first year of its existence. In the 
Normal Department ISS students were enrolled, the average attendance being 
100 each term. J. C. Gilchrist is Pcincipal.--List of spelling words pre-
pared by A. H. Porter, and pronounced to the teachers of the Bloomfield, la., 
Normal Institute. A copy of THE EDUCATION.AL WEEKLY was offered to 
the persons who would make no error. VeiffiUion, ecstasy, prophesy, erasi. 
ble, ninetie!h, physicked, license, supersede, intelligible, ineligible, inflamma-
tion, refitted, benefited, worshiped, obeisance, offenSive, pease, trisyllab1.e, pic-
calilli, dissyllable, clef. Webster's Unabridged was used as authority. Three 
appe~ls were taken and sustained as decided by the pronouncer. No olle 
won the prize.--Ex-president Thacher has accepted a call to become pastor 
of·the Congregational church of Iowa City. 
Mr. A. H. Porter's institute notes, published last week, continne: 
-At Ottllmwa Supt. Clay Wood is at the head of the county schools, and 
Prof. A. W. Stuart, of Bowdoin College, is superintendent ofT city schools. 
Miss Clay, of Mass., is an able instructor. and a lady of high literary culture. 
We had the pleasure of acquaintance with Messrs. Holland, Hollingsworth 
and. Criswell, and Miss W. M. Morriil, of Bentonsport, lately from the state ~f 
Mame ; . I ~o enrolled. At a prize reading on the closinjt day Miss Bo~ . 
bore off the honors out of a class of ten. ' 
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-Prof. A. Axline, of Bloomfield, and Supt. Jenkins, of Davis County, gave 
us a hearty reception at the BlQomfield Normal. Mr. Axline has been for 
several years the President of-the Southern Iowa Normal and Scientific Insti-
tute. For want of funds it has recently suspended operation, and the profes-
sor has charge of a new enterprise which bids fair to afford all of the partici-
pants a rich return. A colony of Bloomfield ,people, marshaled, by the pro-
fessor, will locate in the wilds of Kansas, organize a new county, establish 
the county seat, erect churches and schools and make for themselves , homes, 
and invite immigration. We expect to hear of a first-class school being or-
ganized there before 1878. Address Prof. A. Axline, Iuka box, Hutchinson, 
Kan. . One huudred and eighty-one teachers' names enrolled at this institute. 
One of the finest public school buildings is here seen. We have not the 
names of those who assisted in the institute here except that of J. C. Dun-
lav.y, of Drakesville. Prof. D. is an energetic and live teacher. Twenty-five 
words in common u~e were pronounced to the teachers \.:Iere, and a lady 
by the name of Harris spelled all but one. The WEEKLY was offered to the 
person who would make no mistake. 
-About 300 subscriptions for THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY have been 
secured by your humble servant during this little sally. We have had alto-
gether a pleasant time. We have met two lady superintendents; two gentle-
men supts., each having lost an arm; and one, Mr. Clay Wood, is blind. 
Logan and Onawa published each a daily paper, and Red Oak and Osceola 
held one session a day only_ ' . 
MICHIGAN.-Mrs. S. A. Crane, who has for many years held a prominent 
position in the Ann Arbor public schools, has accepted the position of pre-
ceptress of the Houghton High School at a salary of $800.--C. T. Beatty 
takes charge of the High School at East Saginaw next year. He has been 
• principal of the High School at Coldwater for the paSt five years.--The 
Michigan Military Academy will be opened at Orchard Lake, Oakland coun-
ty, September' I9. The location is ,one of the finest and best in the state for 
such an institution. It is designed to fit young men for college or practical 
life, and is under the management of a competent superintendent-Major 
Rogers, of Detroit.--Prof. A. Hennequin, late of the University, is to 
have the position of professor of modern languages and literature at ~he Mili-
tary Acade.my located at Orchard Lake, near Pontiac.--The new dormitory 
of the Agricultural College is being pushed rapidly toward completion, and 
will be ready for occupation in a few weeks. A very large freshman class is 
expected next term.--Prof. J. C. Watson, of the University, has announced 
the discovery of another planet, in the constellation Capncorn, shining like a 
star of the tenth magnitude.--Judge Huntington has not yet given his decis-
ion in the Laboratory suit.--Horace Phillips takes the superintendency at 
Grand Haven, after a service of three years in St. Clair, during which time 
the school has graduated three classes; the class this year numbered ten, it 
being the largest ever graduated in the school at one time.-, -N. L. Downie, 
of Holland, has contended earnestly and successfully for the High School, 
of which he was principal, but the numerous friends of the Preparatory De-
partment of Hope College, at that place, preferred that some less enterprising 
person should occupy the position of principal of the High School, and there-
fore secured his removal. He is still without an appointment. 
MINNESOTA.-The annual r~union' of the alumni of the Normal School at 
Winona was held Aug. 21. About 100 graduates were present, and a good 
time was had. Prof. J. C. Pickert, of Winona, was elected President, Prof. 
Morey, Corresponding Secretary, and Prof. Boutelle Recording Secretary 
and Treasurer. In the evening about 200 persons partook of a repast richly 
lurnished, and numerous toasts were made and responded to. Hon. Thos. 
Simpson stated that the Normal School building had been constructed at a 
cost of $140,000. A museum has been collected having a money value of 
$10,000. In t3irteen years an aggregate sum of $136,000 has been expended 
in the school. The annual running expenses of the school are now about 
$14,000; 302 students have taken the full course and graduated; 1,960 have 
"received instruction in the institution during its existence; 1,100 student 
,- teachers have gone out to do more or le.s teaching in the schools of the coun· 
try. The citizens of Winona gave $36,000 toward the erection of the build-
~ng; they have paid in tuition during thirteen years, $36,000.--. The open-
mg of the St. Cloud Normal SchQol showed an enrollmeut of 81 m the Nor-
mal, and 40 in the Model Department. The standard of qualifications as 
shown at the examinations was higher than usual.--Prof. E. A. Parkes, 
principal of the Union School at St. Cloud, is from New York. Patrick Gor-
man, principal of the Independent district at the same place, has been com· 
mitting matrimony during the vacation.--A feature of interest in this state is 
the practice of the teachers of Stearns County holding local or neighborhood 
~ssociations, beginning with a lecture on Thursday evening, and continuing 
through Friday evening. By a common understanding all schools of the_ 
neighborhood close Friday, and parents and teachers give' the day to school 
affairs. A prominent agent in this excellent work is Prof. D. L. Kiehle, prin' 
cipal pf the State Normal School at St. Cloud, who frequently gives a lecture 
and assists in institute work. 
OHIO.-An indication of the relative estimate placed upon the services of 
male and female principals of schools may be found in the action of the 
Doard of Education at Toledo. In arranging the schedule of salaries for the 
next year thelY directed that if a male principal should be employed for the 
Webster Grammar School he 'should be paid $1.000, but if a female were em· 
ployed she should be paid but $8oo.--The trustees of the Agricultural and 
Me~hanical College have abolished the chair of political economy and civil 
pohty" and established a ~hool of mines and mining engineering, in accord· 
ance with the act of the General Assembly. Prof. Henry Newton was elected 
to the chair.--Respecting the two candidates for State School Commissioner 
in Ohio, the Chicago Inter Ocean says: "Joseph F. Lukens, Republican 
candidate for School Commissioner in Ohio, and Mr. Burns, the Democrntic 
candidate, lived as boys on the same eighty acres of land near Hoskinsville. 
The parents of Lukens moved into one cabin when he was six weeks old,and 
about the same time the patents of Burns moved into a cabin near when their 
boy was six weeks old. The boys grew up together. Lukens served as a 
soldier in the Union army; Burns as a soldier in the rebel army. Lukens is 
a teacher of large experIence, and there ought not to be much doubt of his 
election." . -
PERSONAL ITEMS. 
A J. ANDERSON. late principal of the Portland, Oregon, High School • becomes President of \Vashington Territorial University, at Seattle: 
--C. M. Crow, late of Pennsylvania, takes the s,chools at Elmwood, Ill. 
Mr. Crow is a scholar of fine attainments, having spent two years studymg iu 
Germany.--Prof. O. R. Smith, of Sparta, Wis., was accidentally shot and 
killed a few days ago at Pole Grove, .Jackson. County, 40 miles north of 
Sparta Hc was going out to hunt, accordmg to hiS custom. A few days be. 
fore he had been at Black River Falls conducting an institute with Prof. 
DeLa Mat yr. In his death Wisconsin loses one o~ her most valiant .and 
valued educators.--Sarah E. Wiltse, of Corunna, Mich .• goes ~o Sprmg_ 
field in this state to take charge of a kindergarten.-' -J. B. Lesile, of the Albi~n, Ind., P~blic schools, and Miss Annie G. Sleeper, of Fort Wayne, 
were married Aug. 28. 
qiICAGO NOTES. 
SEVERAL new rooms have been rented by th~ Board of Education for the primary departments of the public schools.--A thi~d teacher of the German language has been employed by the Board.--Evenmg schools will 
be opened the loth inst.--Severalyears ago Mr. C. N. Holden contributed 
the sum of $1,000, to be paid in annual installments of $100 to the School 
Board, for purchasing text·books. The money was deposited in the State 
Savings Institution, and as only $300 has been paid,the Board considers itself 
$700 out.--The following report on heating and ventilating school rooms 
was adopted at a late meeting of the Board of Education: "Your committee 
call attention to their experience in regard to heating and ' ventilating. The 
heating by hot air furnaces has in almost all cases proved a failure. for the 
reason that when the weather is coldest they give the least heat, and that the 
air is so dryas to be injurious to the hellth of teachers and pupils. Fre-
quent dismissals of schools have been occasioned by this cause, and your com-
mittee therefore recommend that steam-heating be adopted in all the build· 
ings to be erected hereafter, and that stoves be put in place of furnaces wher-
ever they are now 'in use and fail to give satisfaction. It may also be desira-
ble to consider the propriety of p~tting up school buildings larger than the 
twelve-room ones lately adopted. In order to reduce the proportionate ex-
pense of steam-heating. 
TEACHERS' EXCHANGE. ELOCUTION SCIENTIFICALLY TAUGHT. TUFTS COLLEGE, 
Advtrtisemttltl untitr thil head PIVB CBNTS a lint, 6J' 
c/1Unt, tach insertion. No advertisement will 6e inserted 
,/,01' It .. than ONB DOLLAR, which amount mUlt 6t paid in 
advance. 
A N EXPERIENCED 7EACHER. graduate of Sheffield Scientific School of Yal., desIres an inslruc- . 
torihip in Chemistry and Natural Sciences. Ilest of 
references. Address M. F_, Box 65. Northampton, Mass. 
A TEA CHER, qualified to t.ach the Sciences and Math· ematlcs, who has had three years" experience as dis-
ciplinarian in a Female College, -and can give the 
be.~ of ref.rences, will teach for a small salary the coming 
year • . Address S. S .• 'care of THB 'EDUCATIONAL WBIIKLY. , 
A GR:ADUA TE and leacher of several years' experi-, ence as Principal of a Normal and College Prepara. 
tory School in Ohio, desires a position in one of the 
Wd estern l>tates as principal or teacher. Satisfactory, evi. 
- T:..u:,e ofpalt IUCC~ can be given. Addrus P. P. D0DGE 
_niUe, Ashtabula Co., Oluo. . [lh] , 
S. S. HAMILL, ~uth,~rof"The Science 'ofElocu. 
___ ~ __ -:-_-+. tlOn, and Professor of English Lit. 
erature, Rhetoric, and Elocution, 
, ' ILLINOIS COLLEGE, ' 
will glV. private instruction in Vocal Cultur. R.ading 
Speaking, and Gesticulatton. Special courses fa; ministers' 
lawyers,and those WIshing to prepare themselves for Pro: 
fesslon~lh Read.rs or. Instructors of Reading in Colleges 
and Hlg . S~hools . ~.nd for circulars containing diagrams 
of the prmclpl.s of expr.ssion. Address Jacksonville, III. 
L IVE AGENTS ~ANTED to sell Dr. Chase's Reci-pes: or Information for Everybody, in every' county 
, m the Umt!:d States and Canada. Enlarged by the 
pubhsher to .648 .pages. It cO'nlains over '000 househoid 
reClp,es, and 19 SUIted to all classes and conditions of society ~ wonderful boo~, and a household necessity. It sells ai 
SIght. Gr.'!-t.st mducements ever off.r.d to book afte ts 
Sample COpl.S s.nt by mati postpaid {,or f' 00 E '!. t . A' I ' . xc U51VC Addtory E,veCn.has ,g.nts more .Ih!,-n dou Ie th.ir mon.y. 
.... [';S5 r. •• Steam Pnntlni Hous~, ADn Arbor 
--~. 00' 
ELMER H. CAPEN, PREST. COLLEGE HILL, MASS. 
Offers superior inducements to young men se.king a thor· 
ough t:lasslcal or Sci.nlific .ducalion. lis location (within 
four mIles of Boston by rail) unit.s the cultivating influence 
of ~h. city with the retirem.nt of the country. . 
l!:xpenses mod.rate. Liberal aid to n •• dy students by 
s~holarshlps and gratuities. Four courses of study are of-
f.red: . 
I. The usual Acadmzic cours. of Cour y.ars Cor the de-
gree of A.B. 
n. A Pltilosopltical cours. of four years for the d.gr •• of 
B. Ph. (The same as I . • with Modern Languages and Elect-
ive work In the plac. of Greek.) , 
III. An E1tgi,,,eri1ZJ:course of three years Cor the derree 
of C. E 
lV. A Tlltological course (Tufts Divinity School) oCthre. 
years for graduates-four y.ars Cor all others-for the derre· 
~an . 
Examinations for admission Jun. ,'St and Sept. lath. 
Fer catalo",. or additional information, addr.ss 
Prot CHARLES E. FAY, S~. 
[n] CoU.reHIU ...... • -
